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GAIA Stands R/W/A
To Assist in After ma th
Don’t blame God. What will YOU do to bring relief possibilities to attention?
9/2/05—#1 (19-17)
Fri., September 2, 2005 8:51 A.M. YR 19, DAY 17
Manila, Philippines
RE: AFTERMATH OF KATRINA—GCH/d
* * *
AND GOD ASKED:
“WHY DIDN’T YOU LISTEN?”
“And many there will be who do not listen and
refuse to hear.”
Can it get worse, in say, the Gulf Coast of
Southern USA? Oh indeed, and so it SHALL.
Did GOD “really” do this unto Man as the winds
came and blew upon those in the path of a great
storm? Did GOD bring water upon the people
through BROKEN LEVEES? Oh, friends, GOD
HAS WARNED UNTIL THERE IS NO VOICE
LEFT IN THE LAND TO WARN YOU OF THESE
THINGS TO COME.

CONTACT
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

A simple test of GOD vs. MAN is: “Who did not
shore up the dikes against the floods in New
Orleans?” Then, WHO cut the funding to repair and
increase the walls against the seas? WHO HAS
SENT YOUR SONS AND THOSE WHO COULD
RESCUE YOUR HURTING MASSES TO
FOREIGN LANDS TO KILL OTHER NATIONS’
PEOPLE WHILE YOUR OWN NOW HAVE NO
ESCAPE FROM THEIR PLIGHT?
IT WAS NOT GOD!
And the anger rises yet even against me as to
what are you going to do? I ask you: WHAT ARE
YOU GOING TO DO now that again the
consequences of Man’s actions, yea even against God,
have begun to come to pass in ways you denied could
ever come forth against you?
Each has a task, a purpose if you will, and some
will come forth and feed you mush to allow you to
again escape into your lies and “good intentions gone
wrong”. They will do this in God’s name, Christ’s
name, and in the very shadow of my own label.
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When will you learn that ascension is an act of
physical/mortal separation of body and soul as the
human housing is discarded?
How can any, including those who claim to hear
from Masters gone before, and yea, even from someone
using my name, say that things are fine and this is a
beginning in the instance of such tragedies as New
Orleans death trap into wondrous new expression?
What you are experiencing are the RESULTS and
CONSEQUENCES of Man’s own actions in the most
basic measure possible. You built in the swamps so that
you could live your “good life” and pump the very circulating
fluids from your own Mother’s being and today you
BLAME GOD for the inconvenience and discomfort.
Your greedy politicians have brought you down and
you have allowed it while indeed the anger and hate and
BLAME is sent back from you to them—but too late to
save the very lives you so carelessly have tended.
No, I will NOT give you rotten mush to soothe
your broken spirits this day while some count blessings
and others such great loss.
Look around you and then, indeed, feel fortunate
(Continued on page 2)
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for that with which you are blessed and then, LET US
When will the next devastation hit you? What does
THE ADVERSARIES OF GOD SHALL FALL,
GET BUSY AND BRING BALANCE BACK it require to make you SEE? You cannot, surely, blame MY FRIENDS, AND THE PROPHECIES OF
WITHIN THAT WHICH NOW STARTS THE God for acts of natural storms when you consider this THESE DAYS CAME SO LONG AGO YOU HAVE
DOMINOES FALLING.
very last Katrina. You have just witnessed the most FORGOTTEN AS EVEN YOUR EVANGELISTS
We are limited by the very things that limit all sophisticated guidance systems in play, more than you NOW ADVOCATE MURDER AS IF GOD HAS
beings and in this very instance even a word from this imagined you had, BY MAN, available on your place. BLESSED IT.
source through this computer was stopped THIS Moreover, what is to stop you from having MORE and
You can’t even leave a war long enough to attend
MORNING as the system was DEAD.
MORE DEVASTATING hits?
the very lives of your own body. You can’t get help
What will you do when ALL SYSTEMS are dead
Indeed you CAN gather yourselves together and into areas of destruction BECAUSE THE
and deteriorating?
THESE TIMES ARE have unity and goodly purposes and FIX YOUR EQUIPMENT AND THE PEOPLE TO RUN
CERTAINLY THE TIMES OF RESTRUCTURING. BROKEN LIVES or you can surely see that powers THEM AND PROTECT YOU ARE “GONE”
GOD IS WATCHING, ALLOWING, AND beyond your contemplations are going to hit you harder ELSEWHERE.
WAITING TO SEE WHAT “YOU” WILL DO.
and more devastatingly as the next storm and the next
Will you actually be shocked when the terrible
I care not how many speakers come in my name and magnetic pull to intensify the very hits on the same target elements of society are all that remain and disease is
if they give you magical goo to feed upon—eat that areas come to pass. In just the hurricane potentials you rampant and spreading and someone suggests atomic
which you will. We have a very physical, mortal solution will note you have only just begun for this season.
solutions to the chaos and disease? People, this disaster
to the problems at hand and yes, at
in point is but a TINY piece of land
Amerika 2005: Louisiana State Police Tactical Unit on patrol in New Orleans
this time, all can be remedied by
and already the RACE game is afoot.
that one commodity you have
The area is 68% black but relatively
manufactured to solve the logistical
more white people than blacks are
problems facing everyone
rescued first. Moreover, the looters
everywhere on your orb. This is
are almost all black persons and for
money, good works, and a
obvious REASONS.
willingness to step out IN TRUTH
We stand ready, willing and
AND GOODNESS and demand
able to use GAIA, THE T-A
acceptance of that which is so
FOUNDATION AND COSMOS
abundantly given into your hands if
SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING,
you will but accept it. God’s people
LTD. to the full extent of the
show the way and offer that which
protection of LAW and that would
you need—BUT YOU WILL DO IT!
provide ample financial support for
Everything in New Orleans
gaining everything needed for ANY
and surrounding places of
DISASTER. THIS IS WHAT
devastation could be attended in a
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION IS ALL ABOUT!
couple of days with abundant
It now becomes UP TO YOU
FUNDING, sharing, and opening
and “mush” will not do anything, for
your hearts in service and
you KNOW truth and all the crap in
“giving”. We HAVE the very
tool with which to bring that
the world, people, will only further
contaminate the water drowning you.
abundance instantly and right
through the hands that first
Disease is yet to come but it WILL
validated the asset we offer and
come.
yet our people are bound by the hits and lies of
Dear little Nancy Tate has pronounced, from me
Indeed I would like to give you nothing but
opposition at every turn.
wondrously good and miraculous news but you do not yet, that the deaths in Katrina’s wake and hit are less
These assets of which we speak are all but hear and become bored as we struggle through the than expected? NO, CHILDREN, THE DEATHS
UNLIMITED, although we bring limits of reasonable very hits of liars and thieves against us. We have to CANNOT EVEN BE COUNTED AND HAVE
support and a possible foundation of REALITY and CREEP as the inchworm and make our way in the ONLY JUST BEGUN!
not more fantasy-conjured games.
The next question I have for you and the
face of greed and avarice unbounded. Ah but, we
I note that Bush Daddy and Clinton are given that have PROVED our holdings and soon we shall be Nancy Tates of the networks is: “WHO IS
task of filling in for you as they were to do in recognized or things will continue to spiral downward GOING TO CARRY THOSE GOLDEN LIGHTS
Indonesia and which is still as devastated as until realization of the pit at the end of the pathway AND SALVAGE THE MESS?” WHAT ARE
THE MORTAL, PHYSICAL SOLUTIONS TO
Mississippi today. Our holdings are well known to the looms ever more closely ahead.
Bush people—who actually birthed the lopsided
You will NOT be given more than you can carry or “CURE” ANYTHING?
Superfund. Ah but, we have brought the balancing bear so go with your favorite “cop-out” if you will—but
If you build upon quicksand then you shall sink
COMMODITY holdings to back the programs and we shall move on. GOD WALKS WITH YOU—NOT within it eventually and wet quicksand is ever so much
give them REALITY of full support and VALUE.
worse than a dry hole from which to extract selves.
FOR YOU, STUDENTS OF LIFE. WITH you.
However, be it remembered that the very ones
The TRUTH shall set you free? Well, you can
If you accept this as “bad news”, readers, then
who could bring the U.S. to life this day and solve the you certainly have not carefully read this message. certainly observe the Truth of what IS and nothing
incredible problems have disallowed our people any YOU HAVE WHAT YOU NEED IF YOU MAKE happens—UNLESS YOU DO SOMETHING!
function in their own land. So be it.
GOD HAS PROVIDED “THE WAY” AND
IT WORK AND DEMAND ACCEPTANCE. It is
A joint venture between the Philippines and the my own promise and shall come to pas,s for those who NOW WE NEED MORE HELP FOR YOU
U.S. TODAY would not only solve the problem in the truly wish to save themselves will do so but NOT HAVE PLAYED GAMES FOR TOO LONG
AND THE REAPER OF THAT HARVEST IS
U.S. but salvage the sinking Philippines as well. BUT THROUGH MORE AND MORE EVIL.
NO, WE WILL NOT GO FORTH AND DO IT
It is a difficult day at this keyboard for this is a UPON YOU.
BLAME GOD IF YOU WILL; THEN GET
“FOR” ANYONE AND THAT MOSTLY time when MAN can excel or fail while what you
INCLUDES OUR ENEMIES AND/OR THE witness in the greater measure is man turning against BUSY!
OLD DAD
GREEDMONGERS ABOUNDING LIKE THE himself for a scrap of food or a swallow of water—
dharma
RATS IN EVERY FILTHY CORNER.
and that while submerged in water!
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How you can KNOW
Katrina Not ‘Natural’
9/4/05—#1 (19-19)
Sun., September 4, 2005 7:39 A.M. YR 19, DAY 19
Manila, Philippines
RE: WHERE’S THE BEEF? LET ME COUNT
SOME PLACES!—GCH/d
* * *
WIN SOME—LOSE SOME!
Because some fling the proverbial crap into our faces
does NOT mean we shall do more than wipe it off and
continue our journey. For any who wish to have us do
YOUR jobs, we can only remind you that we are not
here to do YOUR job—our purpose is to do OUR
JOBS. Moreover, we can tell you how it IS and even
what you CAN DO, but beyond that we will no longer
push and shove while you moan, complain and throw
bombs at us. YOU DO WHATEVER STRIKES
YOUR FANCY AND WITH WHOM YOU FEEL
YOUR “BEST BET FOR SELF” MIGHT RESIDE
BUT WE WILL TELL YOU TRUTH AND WE
WILL CONTINUE TO OFFER “THE WAY OUT”.
BEYOND THAT, PLEASE SPARE US THE “CRAB/
CRAP MENTALITY”.
First, to prove the point of our position in this land of
“crab mentality”, the creative term used to keep everyone
DOWN, we will address the circumstances here. Then,
readers, and especially you in the U.S., we WILL
ADDRESS your latest games in play and show you all
the clues which were constantly available for you to
KNOW exactly what has taken place, WHY it has
taken place, and in some bit of detail open a few eyes
in the potential disasters now before you.
MANILA
EJ, the Public Notice is going well but not nearly
enough to show our position, support, proven product and
realizations signed, SEALED and now ready for delivery.
We will begin to limit the rebuttals to VK Durham
for in the conclusion of her position she has none, even
though we gave her a decade to participate while she
has gone into the ethers with the dragon-flys.
I ask that you combine your Public Notice in
preparation with more integrated potential for service
with that which is here and available, even if participants
do not really understand their positions—YET.
We basically have “control” of the instruments,
orders and corporations to allow for function and it is
now time to use them.
I want a “reconciliation” with Julian ASAP. He
cannot prevail alone and we do not even WANT to
hold anything as massive as land-grabs and arguments
on the subject. We have been ignored with all hope
on the side of our adversaries as to disallowing us to
function. NO, IT IS UNACCEPTABLE AND WE
“SHALL” FUNCTION.
We will continue to move in the court for
intervention but it would serve Julian mightily to work
WITH US and not against us. He is a “real party” even
if not THE “real party” of outcome. We do not need to
reinvent the wheel in this case. We go forth as an ally
stating clearly that we now intervene but that intervention

is also in service to the former “Administrator”.
He continued to be shown as “Chairman” for a
couple of years until removed through necessity. YOU
WILL NOT REPLACE HIM INTO ANY POSITION
OTHER THAN STANDING ON HIS OWN
PERSONAL PRESENTATION BUT WE WILL
PROTECT HIM AS BOTH A PERSON AND A
FORMER/RECENT ADMINISTRATOR NOW
THAT HIS VERY PERSON HAS BEEN
PRESENTED TO THE COURT.
He cannot win otherwise and since he has fallen into
disrepute we will not even put him into a position of
negative impact in the matter. Let us get this job done
and functional and we can work out estate and other
problem areas. I suggest our team get onto this ASAP
and never mind the input from others, even Nat. It is not
up for question; it is for full intent of action—with or
without any personal intervention, participation or
scramble for position. POSITIONS WILL BE
NEITHER COMPROMISED NOR SHALL THEY
BE NEGOTIATED TO PROLONG THE GAME IN
NEGATIVE LIMBO.
If Julian can’t see his position, never mind, just move
on through while using his very person as a tool for the
advance within the court. WE ARE NOT AT WAR!
We do not need any other NAMES on the
document (PN) than just the minimum along with ALL
seals shown from ALL related entities. We walk
within all laws but which also gives us full protection
under those laws both in the United States of America
AND in the Philippines, which still functions as a
colonial holding of that nice U.S.A.
LOOK AT KATRINA
It is too much to expect this keyboard to present
more and more and more “stuff” to be denied and my
very words attributed to the preferential one person
against another’s claims. This is not an argument of
“Masters” or Cohans or Gurus or any other presumptive
participants. It is none of our business what everyone
chooses to think as this old world falls apart at the hands
of your enemies at play.
To have a “perfect” storm as presented by Katrina
against the Gulf Coast of the U.S. you have to have
PERFECTION in everything impacting it. The intent of
the storm itself was to cause the greatest amount of
damage without immediately total destruction to one
limited area. It didn’t lose strength, my friends, just as
it veered East at landfall, BY ACCIDENT. When
direction turns happen in such instances it is because of
the outside pressures on the storm itself and will always
either pick up power or somewhat diminish in strength but
once on shore the potential for strengthening is negated
somewhat by landfall impacts on the system. And, it was
KNOWN that the levies would fail and why limit your
impact position by leaving recovery places intact?
HOW DO YOU KNOW that the intentional games
were afoot in the hurricane in point?
There are so many ways to KNOW this answer as
to embarrass me that even my own readers have paid
so little attention while wanting “Doris’ Hatonn” to play
in every OTHER game afoot from NESARA garbage
to promise of physical ascension and saving butts in
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places of the Devil himself.
“Doris” HAS NO HATONN! Can everyone get
THAT straight? We have a program for the benefit of
all of you and it is not built on fantasy-flights of fancy.
YOU CHOOSE UP ANYONE YOU WANT TO
GUIDE YOU AND RUN AFTER THOSE
RAINBOWS AND SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
AND I WILL PROMISE YOU “FAILURE”. YOU
CERTAINLY WILL EVENTUALLY ASCEND BUT
IT WON’T BE THE WAY YOU HOPED FOR IN
RAPTURE OF DELIGHTS BEYOND THE
EVENGELISTS’ PRONOUNCEMENTS.
So as to KATRINA and New Orleans:
Your first INDISPUTABLE clue came BEFORE
THE STORM—right from Mr. Bush’s ranch in Texas
in the very face of a MOTHER (of a soldier killed in
Iraq) standing strong waiting for Mr. Bush to just meet
her. Ugly is as ugly does!
The point? Bush DECLARED A STATE OF
EMERGENCY BEFORE THE STORM.
By that declaration, people, he brought into play ALL
OF THE TOOLS HE ALREADY HELD BUT
AFTER WHICH ANNOUNCEMENT HE COULD
NOT BE QUESTIONED: FULL EXECUTIVE
POWER TO REARRANGE EVERY LAST DETAIL
OF THE SITUATION—EVEN TO THE USE OF
HELP, “AND” THE VERY PLACEMENT AND
“USE” OF CITIZENS!
In the process of “visible” evidence and a
willingness to take a few insults, EVEN THE PRICE
OF OIL FROM HIS RIGS RESPONDED NICELY
TO THE INTENTIONAL HIT.
As the days pass in this misery pit you will begin to
realize why it was mandatory for us to be disallowed any
interchange within the continental U.S. YOU ARE NOT
INTENDED TO HAVE HELP—YOU ARE
INTENDED TO MOVE RIGHT INTO HELPLESS
HERDING LIKE CATTLE IN A PEN.
You send me notices by one Michael Moore?
Good show and we appreciate it but HOW MANY
OF YOU WILL BRING TO EVEN MR. MOORE’S
ATTENTION THAT THE SOLUTION IS
AVAILABLE AND THAT MR. BUSH IS FAR
MORE UNWORTHY OF RESPECT THAN
ANYONE YET COME BEFORE? When you have
gotten such attention and someone sends a party who
can act or diligently present facts, our people WILL
MEET.
You have wondered why there are “compounds”
which seemed absolutely without reason in the
Southern areas? Do you actually STILL think them
to be unintentional? Perhaps when you see them filled
to overflow with those poor, hapless people needing
care, you will have a different perspective regarding
those SLAVE QUARTERS under absolutely 100%
control of that Federal Government—and YOU WILL
PAY THE BILLS.
Genocide? How better to clear out and bring into
control the more downtrodden citizens who have become
Welfare Useless Eaters? And no, don’t hit us; this is
what they are called, openly and constantly, these poor
blacks that are in the “majority” in the area.
You could watch it as some of the most irresponsible
of the “takers of Welfare” were already furious because
they did not get personal attention, funds, and “wouldn’t
even have a post office to deliver their WELFARE
CHECKS”. Oh well. You just had the largest TEST
OF A SYSTEM about to swallow you that you could
have and still blame it on GOD no less.
Look at the maps and check water temperatures
and reconsider your attitudes about life in general. How
long do you REALLY think the Astrodome will hold
thousands of miserable people? I think you can see that
Georgie Bush can take a few “hurt feelings” and even
agree as to “unacceptable” response to accomplish what
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has been accomplished in the Gulf of Mexico this day!
I suggest you each HELP YOUR NEIGHBOR and lay
down the hatchets because the TIME IS AT HAND for
“make it” or “break it”.
Mark asked for a bit of topic attention from me
regarding this matter and in return I ask for a bit of
attention from him who keeps about the best records of
anyone ever on our team, and go for the information
contacts with such as Michael Moore. If Michael Moore
wants something BIG to really rave and rage about then
someone has to make it so! When he is “heard” he will
have all those whistleblowers lined up and even Al
Martin and Tom Flocco might just begin to understand
the position of EARTH itself. God is not going to pick
and choose your hits—life does NOT work in such a
way of silly “save your ass” vs. your neighbor’s because
you claim preferential treatment somehow. It is going to
rain on the JUST as well as the “UNJUST” and it is
going to be up to you as to whether you grab that lifering or drown. GOD WILL ALWAYS SEND “THE
WAY” FOR MANAGEMENT, BUT YOU WILL USE
IT OR LOSE IT.
Now, for you who “don’t want to hear this hard-line
from Godly resources”, I suggest you go forth and check
out what other “mush”-dispensers are offering YOU!
Well, it just takes “too long”? So be it, for those in
the line of fire all beaten and battered and still struggling
in YOUR BEHALF are also about fed up and tired of
the drag on the wings.
I am going to repeat that under the circumstances
presented GEORGE BUSH HAD EVERY TOOL
AT HIS PERSONAL DISPOSAL AND CLAIMED
IT. NOBODY COULD FUNCTION WITHOUT
HIM AND NOBODY WOULD FUNCTION
WITHOUT HIM AND HE CONTROLS, AS WE
WRITE, THE ENTIRE FUNCTIONING (OR NONFUNCTIONING) SYSTEM OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND IT HAPPENED IN
LESS THAN A DAY!
ACTUALLY, HIS
“POWER” TOOK LESS THAN A “SPLIT
SECOND” AND HE COULD DO IT FROM
CRAWFORD, TEXAS. THEN HE COULD
APPOINT HIS OWN TEAM TO ATTEND
BEGGING, WHILE LAUGHING AT YOU, FOR
“RECOVERY” POSSIBILITIES. WHEN WILL
YOU EVER LEARN?
Well, to you who won’t learn we wish you well
and indeed, go cling to the lies and liars for some of
you just cut the shackles from our backs in your
outspoken choices and efforts to distract and misguide.
We must move on and long, long ago I told you this
moving on in inability to gather everyone would be the
most difficult action in your very lives. WE SHALL
MEET THAT CHALLENGE AND, INDEED,
KEEP RIGHT ON GOING TO THE LIMITS OF
THAT WHICH WE ARE ALLOWED.
I might remind you that when “you” who have
walked with us then turn and hurt us intentionally, we
have to sever the lines to the best of functional ability
and wish you well and allow you your “rather believe”
choices.
For you who didn’t get hit by the hurricane please
hold your breath, for you are destined for quakes,
tornadoes and other disasters beyond what you have
come to believe CAN HAPPEN.
In the Gulf area of small territory you can’t even
imagine the real damages, nor can you even conjure
the problems of THOUSANDS of bodies being
actually eaten by displaced animals such as gators,
snakes and rodents taking refuge in every crevice.
You will be getting information from OUTSIDE
sources and you had best pay attention.
I ask, for instance, that you just really carefully look
at the next writing which comes from Russia regarding
the truth about your U.S. plight. You need no more

words from this mouth. You are just getting reruns, for
a purpose, from your news agencies as they spin the
same pictures and announcements around the clock and
do not even touch on the size of this singular disaster.
I also suggest that some of you remember that when
you shut this resource down, you have shut down your
very potential for recovery and our people ARE TIRED.
I also suggest, in advance, that you gather up your
information as we have presented and spare us the need
to produce the backup you have chosen to NOT collect.
It is all available to the most tiny detail and no, we will
NOT honor thousands of calls and petitions for we have
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no resources remaining and we have other things to do.
Thank you for your patience and a bit of
understanding in that we are not flexible cheek turners
like the spinning top—once we have turned the cheek
and looked at the view from that direction. Go your way
or stay but please deliver us from your hatred, threats
and lies of position.
Keep your eyes and ears OPEN for “you” are next!
May you hold the light close for you SHALL have
need of it, for this has only JUST BEGUN.
GCH
dharma

Sorcha Faal Offers Truth
From Russian Perspective
Mainstream media has been so tightly muzzled
that even as this paper goes to press, the official
death toll from Hurricane Katrina is listed as a mere
59 people, despite the fact that the Mayor of New
Orleans has stated the death toll is “thousands”. It
is much like the casulaty toll in the Iraq
‘insurgency’, where the real numbers seem to be an
order of magnitude worse than what is reported.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
50,000 DEAD AS NEW ORLEANS DECLARED ‘DEAD
CITY’, UNITED STATES MILITARY ORDERS ELITE
SPECIAL FORCES FROM IRAQ TO RESTORE ORDER AS
REFUGES BECOME ‘RUTHLESS MOB’
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 9/1/05
Russian Intelligence Analysts are reporting this
morning on what can only be described as a human
catastrophe as it pertains to the events currently
developing in the United States Southern Regions, and
where the 24th largest city in this country has been
declared as a ‘Dead City’.
Reports are also reaching us that the American
people themselves have still not been informed by their
Military Leaders as to the full extent of the human
lives lost, and as some of these reports estimate as
being over 50,000 lives lost, and which makes this
the greatest single natural disaster to have ever
occurred in the United States.
Unlike Russian and Chinese television broadcasts
from this region, the people in the United States are not
being shown the images of the masses of human remains
floating in their Southern waters, many being eaten by
reptiles in scenes so horrific as to shock any normal
human being that has seen them. Russian Social
Scientists report that these American peoples are not able
to view these images, and indeed are kept from viewing
them, as they are not ‘emotionally equipped’ to absorb
the true horror of these events, and which is strange as
these American people produce and export to the entire
world some of the most shockingly violent movies in the
world has ever seen.
But unlike one [of] their movies the events
currently overwhelming them now are all too real. To
the ‘Dead City’ of New Orleans itself Russian Military
Analysts are reporting that 2 Brigades of US Army
and Navy Elite Special Forces have been ordered from
the battlefields of Iraq to begin restoring order as the
masses of the refuges in this ‘Dead City’ have
resorted to barbarism and all social order has broken
down and they can only be described, according to one
report, as a ‘Ruthless Mob’.

Reports from this country are also stating that their
[country’s] Homeland Security Director has been given
‘all authority’ over these regions, and to which he and
[his] Government Ministry have been prepared to do for
some time, and as we had previously reported in our
August 26th report titled “The Camps of ICE, America’s
Road to Fascist Rule Nears Completion as US
Government Accelerates Building of Concentration
Camps” and wherein we had stated;
“As to who these ‘threats’ are that these ICE Secret
Police Forces will ‘remove’ should not come as a surprise
to these Americans as their own President has already
stated that those who do not support their Global War on
Terrorism are themselves terrorists. As history has all
too often shown, the Leaders of Fascist Nations are
never more popular to the masses than when they shout
of war and protecting the ‘Homeland’. And all that
remains to be done by these American Military Leaders
is to provide the final ‘cataclysmic event’ that will
galvanize their citizens to relinquish what little remains of
their freedom, and to which the plans have already been
put into place, and as we can read from the NewsMax
News Service in their article titled ‘FEMA’s Plan for
Mass Destruction Attacks’ and which says;
“On June 19, [2003] FEMA posted a special bid
notice for one of the agency’s largest contract
awards ever—offering contracting firms $300 million
for a five-year contract to simply prepare plans to
create temporary housing on a scale never before
imagined, and then stand by. This is reportedly one
of the largest contracts ever awarded by FEMA for
a disaster preparedness program. The name of the
program is entitled ‘Standby Technical Assistance for
Disaster Related Operations’. FEMA officials met
with the representatives of firms seeking the bids.
Approximately 100 people attended the meeting.
FEMA officials made very clear that the purpose of
one of the most massive undertakings in the agency’s
history was to prepare for potential mass destruction
attacks on U.S. cities. Sources who attended the
meeting tell NewsMax that most of the meeting dealt
with how the firms should handle biological, chemical
and nuclear disasters.”
But perhaps more ominous than these current
catastrophic events overwhelming these American people
are what is soon to be facing them as their oil based
economic structure begins to collapse, and coupled with
their new Laws of Bankruptcy coming into effect in four
weeks time will see the vast majority of these Americans
reduced to virtual servitude.
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Like their German counterparts of last century, these
Americans have likewise accepted the fascist rule of
their Military Leaders, even to the extent of sacrificing
the freedoms they had enjoyed for over 200 years in
exchange for what they were told was ‘security’. But
in the Dead City of New Orleans this morning, and as
the flood of [refugees] mount[s] by the hour, perhaps
they then could truly see what this ‘security’ means.
Equally not being noticed by these Americans is that
their country has been economically reduced to the status
most resembling a Third World Nation in that they
produce for the world virtually nothing of value anymore,
having spent the greater part of the past two decades
divesting themselves of worthwhile manufacturing
capacity and the jobs these industries once offered to any
of those Americans who wanted to succeed in their lives.
To the final position these once great Americans
are being reduced to is beyond their comprehension,
but as we had detailed in our August 18th report titled
“African Animals to Be Introduced Into America’s
Wild As Internal Destruction of United States Nears
Completion” is nonetheless the fate that awaits them,
and as we had said;
“Late last year I had read a most strange report that
had been prepared by the former Soviet Union’s KGB
in late 1983 for Top Secret dissemination among
Politburo Members that detailed a rather chilling scenario
of the United States being turned into an ‘International
Playground’ for the world’s Capitalist Elites. Among the
many chilling predictions of this Intelligence Report were
that once the world’s population had been ‘stabilized’ in
the early part of this century that the then former United
States would become the ‘Center’ for World Rule and
would only allow as its only citizens the most elite of the
worlds peoples.”
As with many reports of these kinds there is
always a pushing to the extreme of the possibilities
inherent with the facts at hand, which of course leads
to much speculation in these reports and leading us to
give them weight only as to their predictive value of
seeing trends, and not necessarily to be considered, or
acted upon, as concrete facts.
But today I am wondering anew about this strange
report as events currently being undertaken in the United
States are more and more beginning to mirror what these
former Soviet Analysts had seen those many years ago
in that the course of America’s future would be
determined by an elite and select group of organizations
and not by the American peoples themselves.
The organizations named in this report were reported
as being Environmental Groups that would create and
push for an agenda of evicting the American peoples
from their rural areas and concentrating them into large
cities, Legal Groups that would create and push for an
agenda to destroy the ‘traditional’ American family and
religious structures, Social Groups that would create and
push for an agenda allowing homosexuality and pedophilia
by separating children from their parents, and Police/
Military Groups that would create and push for an
agenda to Militarize the American peoples.
To the agenda of these Environmental Groups we
can see their almost complete success in that they are
now ready to repopulate the North American
Continent with wild animals from Africa, and as we
can read from the Telegraph News Service in their
article titled “‘Rewilding’ could mean lions at large in
US” and which says;
Cheetahs, lions and even elephants could roam
parts of North America in an extraordinary
“rewilding” plan outlined today by ecologists and
conservationists. The introduction of creatures,
mostly from Africa, that are counterparts of large
extinct beasts is suggested as a way of restoring
ecosystems to something like the state they were in

before man hunted large mammals and “megafauna”
to extinction. Josh Donlan, the lead author of the
study published in Nature, said that beavers had been
reintroduced to Scandinavia to help restore the local
ecosystem. The ecologists admit that they will be
accused of wanting to “play God” but point out that
cheetahs, camels and kangaroos already live on
Texan ranches.
In America, the team points out that four million
years of hunting by the now extinct American
cheetah (Acinonyx trumani) was probably why the
pronghorn (Antilocapra americana)—an antelopelike animal found throughout the south-west—
developed the ability to run at up to 60mph.
Introducing free-ranging African cheetahs back to
the south-west could restore the relationship with
pronghorns and provide endangered cheetahs with a
new habitat. A pilot study will test a mild version of
the rewilding plan by considering the release of the
endangered Bolson tortoise on a private ranch in
New Mexico. The tortoise, which can weigh up to
100lbs and once thrived in Arizona and Mexico, now
survives only in a small area of northern Mexico.”
Today in America’s Southern Regions reptiles
feast upon their floating dead, tomorrow, and should
these people not heed the warnings given them, it
could be lions.
[END QUOTING]
Bearing in mind that word out of the most recent
Bilderberg meeting called for oil prices to rise to a
then-astonishing level of $150 per barrel, it is time to
consider the economic implications of fuel and
heating costs at least DOUBLE what they are today.
[QUOTING:]
UNITED STATES APOCALYPSE THREATENS
ENTIRE WORLD, FOOD CRISES LOOMS IN
AMERICA AS CANADA TURNS TO RUSSIAN
MILITARY FOR DEFENSE
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 9/3/05
Russian Military Analysts are reporting this
morning that the Military Leaders of the United States
have authorized the mass burnings of thousands of
dead in their most devastated Southern Regions in an
effort to prevent an expected outbreak of mass
diseases. These reports further state numerous US
Army commanders are ‘pushing’ for the mass burning
of large parts of their city New Orleans as the need
to prevent disease outbreaks outweigh[s] the recovery
of more human remains.
So devastating have these American events become
that Russian Financial experts are reporting today that the
economic effects ‘rippling’ around the world are
threatening to collapse the entire World Economy as the
American Economy contracts from the onslaught of
unprecedented fuel price rises and the soon to rise prices
of their most basic food items due to the massive
disruption of their entire transportation system.
Unlike Russia, China and the European Union, the
United States relies upon their trucking industry to
transport up to 85% of their food from their farms, port
facilities and warehouses to their citizens. With open air
markets being extremely rare in the United States their
reliance upon their trucking industry has been described
in these reports as ‘vital’ to insuring the food supply for
their entire nation.
But today their trucking industry has experienced
the worst disruption in their entire history, as tens of
thousands of them have been diverted towards their
most devastated regions. Today also their problems
are being compounded by massive shortages of diesel
fuel, and where it can be found the prices have risen
to levels that threaten to bankrupt many of their
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smaller trucking companies.
So unprecedented have these disruptions become
that the very economic model these Americans have
created for themselves called ‘Just In Time Delivery’
threatens to close fully 90% of their manufacturing
companies due to shortages of needed parts and industrial
supplies, and as the US Department of Labor states in
their statistics, their Nation only has 810,000 truck drivers
in their entire country. With over 200,000 of these
drivers, and their trucks, commandeered for their massive
relief effort one can clearly see the devastating effects
that will soon overtake their entire economic way of life.
These reports are also stating that gasoline supplies
are also beginning to run out in the United States, and to
such an extent that their Military Leaders have appealed
to the European Union for much needed fuel supplies,
and as we can read as reported by the Bloomberg News
Service, “Gasoline and crude oil fell after some pipelines
shut by Hurricane Katrina resumed flows and the
European Union said it’s ready to provide emergency
stockpiles to the U.S., which is facing scattered fuel
shortages. U.S. President George W. Bush yesterday
encouraged Americans to save gasoline to limit shortages.
He also relaxed environmental and shipping rules to ease
fuel movements around the country. Katrina idled 11
percent of U.S. refining capacity.”
Even worse for the world economy is that these
shortages are likewise being met with drastic rises in fuel
prices, including gasoline, kerosene, home heating oil,
natural gas, propane and industrial chemicals and
solvents, and [from] which [there] will be no immediate
relief due to the devastation of America’s ability to
produce and refine the fuel products they need, and as
we can read as reported by the Associated [Press]
News Service in their article titled “90 percent of Gulf
of Mexico oil production blocked” and which says;
Ninety percent of the Gulf of Mexico’s normal
daily oil production is blocked from market today
because of offshore platform evacuations forced by
Hurricane Katrina. The US Minerals Management
Service said 423 of the 819 staffed production
platforms in the Gulf are shut down, delaying
production of 1.36 million barrels of oil, or 90.4
percent of the region’s normal daily production of 1.5
million barrels. The production figure was only a
slight improvement from yesterday. On Tuesday, the
day after Katrina hit, 95 percent of the Gulf’s normal
daily production was shut down. Since Katrina first
threatened Gulf platforms, 7.4 million barrels of oil
and 42.1 billion cubic feet of natural gas have been
delayed from reaching market.
Russian Financial Analysts are further predicting that
these drastic fuel price rises will have a more devastating
effect upon the American and World’s Economy than the
horrific devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina, as the
mass of the American people will now have to devote
the whole of their discretionary income to prepare for
winter heating, and [it] just is 8 weeks away for those of
their citizens in their Northern Regions, with the rest
going to their own transportation needs as [there] hardly
exists public transportation systems except for their large
city residents.
Today we can also see that the effects of these
horrific events in the United States are indeed starting to
be felt around the world, and as we can read as reported
by the British Times Online News Service in their
article titled “£1 litre looms as US oil firms target
European fuel supplies” and which says, “The economic
damage from Hurricane Katrina will soon be felt in
Britain with petrol prices possibly soaring as high as £1
per litre. Flood-damaged American oil companies are
expected to turn to European refineries for alternative
supplies of road fuel, forcing up the price of petrol and
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diesel in Britain. Concern that a tenth of America’s
refining capacity lies under water sent the wholesale price
of petrol rocketing on the NYMEX futures exchange in
New York and yesterday shock waves raced across the
Atlantic and buffeted Rotterdam.”
No one in the world who is viewing the
Apocalypse of New Orleans on their televisions cannot
be anything other than appalled at the lack of caring
and compassion their Military Leaders have shown
towards their most defenseless of citizens, even to
starving babies. Unlike when these Americans were
attacked on September 11, 2001, and supported in mass
their Military Leaders, the events of this week have
shown to these Americans what the rest of the World
has always known as to the vast differences and
cultural divide that exists in their country.
So concerned have the Canadians become about
the Military Leaders of the United States that they are
now appealing for protection from Russia, and as we
can read as reported by the RIA Novosti News
Service in their article titled “Canada wants to
strengthen cooperation with Russia—Canadian defense
minister” and which says, “Canada wants to strengthen
cooperation with Russia, Canadian Defense Minister
Bill Graham said Thursday in an interview with RIA
Novosti. During the interview, Graham discussed
bilateral cooperation between Canada and Russia,
security, terrorism, and nuclear proliferation.”
Not being told to the America[n] people is how
tense the relationship has become between their
country and Canada, and as we can read as reported
[by] Vivele Canada News Service in their article titled
“Canada-U.S. trade dispute intensifies with war of
words” and which says,
Canada and the United States have launched
an all-out war of words in the softwood lumber
dispute, with at least one cabinet minister
denouncing the U.S. as a “bully” and
“hypocritical”, and the U.S. ambassador accusing
Canadians of “emotional tirades”. This new
frontier in the battle over the softwood lumber
trade was provoked by an interview that David
Wilkins, the new U.S. ambassador to Canada,
gave to the Ottawa Citizen’s editorial board on
Thursday.
In that interview, Wilkins accused Canadians
of reacting emotionally to the U.S. decision to
ignore a North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) panel ruling in favour of Canada in the
softwood lumber dispute. Wilkins also dangled the
possibility of U.S.-launched trade battles against
Canada on multiple fronts, including the dairy, egg
and broadcasting industries. Industry Minister
David Emerson was the most blunt-spoken in
response yesterday, warning that Canadians might
have to brace themselves for this war of words to
turn into an all-out trade war. “Are we going to
stand together? Are we going to unite? Are we
going to be stronger than the sum of our parts or
are we going to be endlessly bickering among
ourselves and allowing the bully to basically mop
the floor with us?” he said.
But perhaps if any glimpse into how these American
peoples are beginning to see the truth of their Military
Leaders, and the degradation they have led their peoples
into in their attempts of Global Conquest, it can be found
in that now some of their most influential writers are
now speaking out, and as we can read in one such essay
by one of America’s most respected thinkers, Llewellyn
H. Rockwell, Jr., in his report today titled “The State and
the Flood” and which says;
“Every American ought to be alarmed at the

quickness of officials to declare martial law, invade
people’s rights, deny people the freedom of
movement, and otherwise trample on all values that
this country is supposed to hold dear. A crisis does
not negate the existence of human rights. It is not
a license for tyranny. It is not a signal that
government can do anything it wants.
This crisis ought to underscore a point made on
these pages again and again. Being a government
official gives you no special insight into how to best
manage a crisis. Indeed the public sector, with all
its guns and mandates and arrogance, cannot and will
not protect us from life’s contingencies. It used to
be said that infrastructure was too important to be
left to the uncertainties of markets. But if it is
certainty that we are after, there is a new certainty
that has emerged in American life: in a crisis, the
government will make matters worse and worse until
it wrecks your life and all that makes it worth living.
When, or if, these once great Americans awaken
from their sleep to the glare of a day where they do
not even recognize the very country they live in, maybe
then they will restore to themselves the freedoms they
have let their Military Leaders take from them. For
if the horrific events of this past week show them
anything it is this, they are truly on their own, the trust
they have placed in their Military Leaders to protect
them is the very trust that will indeed kill them.
Tonight hundreds of thousands of refuges are
American people. Tonight tens of thousands of their
fellow citizens lie dead. Tonight one of their great
cities has become of zone of war and death. Tonight
is indeed a sad one, not only for America, but for the
whole world.
[END QUOTING]
Finally, the following piece from Sorcha Faal,
referenced in the first article cited, should chill
every freedom-desiring American to the bone.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
THE CAMPS OF ICE, AMERICA’S ROAD TO
FASCIST RULE NEARS COMPLETION AS US
GOVERNMENT ACCELERATES BUILDING OF
CONCENTRATION CAMPS
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 8/26/05
Being the students of history that we are, one
cannot help but to be terrifyingly fascinated by the
current transformation currently underway in America,
and which is the shockingly mirror image of what
transpired in the 1930s German Republic that saw a
democratic government subsumed by the forces of
Fascist Military rule, and not by force, but rather by
the will of the people themselves.
For Russian Social Scientists who have long
debated, and speculated upon, the exact mechanisms
wherein free people gladly put upon themselves the
yokes of oppressive rule, there is today no better
example than the United States and its people, who
while waging a Global War are also facing economic
ruin.
To the many contradictions facing these
Americans none is more apparent than their Military
Leaders’ accelerated plans for the building of
Concentration Camps, and coupled with their not ever
believing that they will ever be forced into them, but
as countless millions of Nazi German, former Soviet
and present Chinese peoples could tell them that the
only purpose of these camps are for the suppression
of all dissent.
The American Secret Police Organization tasked
with the building and maintaining of these camps goes
by the most chilling of names, ICE, and which stands
for Immigration and Customs Enforcement. Even
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more frightening is ICE’s ‘blueprint’ for their citizens,
and that they do not even hide, and which they have
titled “ENDGAME: Office of Detention and Removal
Strategic Plan, 2003-2012”.
Like the Germans under the Nazi Regime had
done, the United States Military Leaders are likewise
utilizing their citizens’ fears of foreigners to construct
a series of Concentration Camps that by ICE’s
own estimates are able to hold upwards of
5,000,000 human beings!
Where in the past the US Immigration authorities
have detained their prisoners in various holding
facilities, to include County Jails, Municipal Jails,
Federal Prisons, they have embarked upon this
‘ENDGAME’ plan which will make them the largest
jailer of human beings in all of history, exceeding the
capabilities of both Nazi Germany and Soviet Russian
combined.
To their efficient planning for the imprisonment of
their people, the shocking language they use reads
eerily similar to the laws of Nazi Germany, than to
present day America, but as we can read for
ourselves from this ENDGAME report, and which
says; “Develop a National Custody Management Plan
promoting the effective utilization of available bed space
and alternative detention settings. In response to its
fiscal stakeholders, DRO will develop a national
custody management plan to ensure that the facility use
is standard throughout the country and that bed space
use is optimized for cost efficiency.”
To the sweeping powers over the American
people of this Secret Police Organization we can also
read the description of their assigned duties,
“Investigating threats, crimes and administrative
violations; Deterring, interdicting, and removing threats;
and policing and securing federal facilities; Provide air
and marine support to minimize the damage, and assist
in the recover[y] from terrorist attacks.”
As to who these ‘threats’ are that these ICE
Secret Police Forces will ‘remove’ should not
come as a surprise to these Americans as their
own President has already stated that those who
do not support their Global War on Terrorism
are themselves terrorists. As history has all too
often shown, the Leaders of Fascist Nations are never
more popular to the masses than when they shout of
war and protecting the ‘Homeland’. And all that
remains to be done by these American Military
Leaders is to provide the final ‘cataclysmic event’ that
will galvanize their citizens to relinquish what little
remains of their freedom, and to which the plans have
already been put into place, and as we can read from
the NewsMax News Service in their article titled
“FEMA’s Plan for Mass Destruction Attacks” and
which says;
On June 19, [2003] FEMA posted a special
bid notice for one of the agency’s largest contract
awards ever—offering contracting firms $300
million for a five-year contract to simply prepare
plans to create temporary housing on a scale never
before imagined, and then stand by. This is
reportedly one of the largest contracts ever
awarded by FEMA for a disaster preparedness
program. The name of the program is entitled
“Standby Technical Assistance for Disaster
Related Operations”. FEMA officials met with
the representatives of firms seeking the bids.
Approximately 100 people attended the meeting.
FEMA officials made very clear that the purpose
of one of the most massive undertakings in the
agency’s history was to prepare for potential mass
destruction attacks on U.S. cities. Sources who
attended the meeting tell NewsMax that most of
the meeting dealt with how the firms should handle
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biological, chemical and nuclear disasters.
Reports from Russian Intelligent Analysts are
stating that these preparations have now been
completed and await only the ‘triggering event’ to take
place. As to the exact nature of this ‘triggering event’
it is not to our knowing. But what is to our knowing,
and history’s, is that the Military Leaders of the United
States are capable, and willing, to destroy their own
citizens to further their goals for Empire and Global
Conquest, and we can read as exampled by the United
States Military themselves in “The United States Civil
Disturbance Plan 55-2” and which is;
Under this plan for the deployment of
Operation Garden Plot, the use of CIDCON-1 will
be mandatory. This direct support of civil
disturbance control operations is to be used by the
Army, USAF, Navy, and Marine Corp. with an
airlift force to be comprised of MAC Organic
Airlift Resources, airlift capable aircraft of all other
USAF major commands, and all other aerial
reconnaissance and Airborne Psychological
Operations.
This is to include control
communications systems, aero medical evacuation,
helicopter and Weather Support Systems. If any
civil disturbance by a resistance group,
religious organization, or other persons
considered to be non-conformist takes place,
under Appendix 3 to Annex B of Plan 55-2
hereby gives all Federal forces total power
over the situation if local and state authorities
cannot put down said dissenters. Annex A,
section B of Operation Garden Plot defines
tax protesters, militia groups, religious cults,
and general anti-government dissenters as
Disruptive Elements. This calls for the
deadly force to be used against any extremist
or dissident perpetrating any and all forms of
civil disorder.
To the masses of these American people realizing
the dangers they are in there is no hope. So
monstrous are the plans made for these once free
peoples that their very minds cannot even conceive of
the horrors and degradations soon to befall them. So
precarious are these Americans situated, spiritually,
emotionally, financially, that having neither prepared
for, nor even having thought of preparing, they remain
virtual hostages to these cataclysmic events. To the
warnings of ourselves, others around the world and
even those of their own countrymen they continue to
turn their backs and their minds….almost as if in not
facing the truth it will somehow change.
Even more confusing is that they do not even
listen to their own rulers, one of which, Henry
Kissinger stated to the New York Times in 1973,
“The illegal we do immediately.
The
unconstitutional takes a little longer.” That
‘longer’ has become today, and in America today
the darkness of an evil so insidious as to cause one to
turn away continues to permeate that once great land
and its once great people. But they do not notice, not
because they cannot see these truth things for
themselves, but rather because in seeing them they
would finally have to admit that their dreams of peace
and liberty are truly dead and gone….and with only
themselves to blame for this being so.
For truly these once great and mighty people have
forgotten the words of warning of their greatest
Statesman Thomas Jefferson, and who said, “All
tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good
conscience to remain silent.”
Today in America that silence is deafening.
[END QUOTING]
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VKD Garbage Continues to
Impede GAIA Realization
8/30/05—#1 (19-14)
Tue., August 30, 2005 7:41 A.M. YR 19, DAY 14
Manila, Philippines
RE: MORE “BEAR WITH” VKD INFORMATION
AND RESPONSE TO NEW AND INCREDIBLE
POSTINGS—DJE
* * *
OLD SPEAKINGS
“Father, if it be thine will, take this cup from
me…” or something paraphrased as “enough already”
of total nonsense, lies and paranoid absurdities. We
will do our responsible duty, readers, and move on.
This is a necessary and mandatory response to
comedic tragedies as presented by what appears to be
a group of mentally challenged Internet idiots.
Now KNOW, readers, that VK will claim that
paragraph is a direct threat on her life as in
“assassination” attempt, contract letting on her person,
and some kind of “encrypted” secret code. No, it is
simply an observation of a circumstance of an
individual being out of control and pulling her so-called
“partners” or “trustees” down with her—what anyone
does about that situation is their choice, not mine.
It is that there is no limit beyond which this
individual, Vina Katherine Durham (by also at least
seven other labels she claims), will go to fabricate and
deepen her own cesspool.
Calling us names or being crudely vulgar makes
not a whit of difference to ANY OF US. As VK’s
stories get wilder and more “impossibly incredible” I
am caused to enjoy the nonsense and cease the
hemorrhaging over the lies and verbal barrage from
the poor dear soul.
She, VK, does what she can and in the end it
reinforces our claims stemming from onset of
interchange with Russell Herman and involvement with
HIS HOLDING of something called Peruvian 3392181 and all associated recognitions. THESE THINGS
DO NOT INCLUDE ANY “DURHAM”, VINA
KATHERINE, DONA ANYTHING.
We don’t “protect” any “Biggies” nor do we
threaten them or butt into their business. We offer no
THING that is presented in any way whatsoever as an
open-ended “claim” without substance. We have
presented our programs and projects as proposed or
claimed, OPENLY AND WITHOUT HESITATION.
We are asked, yea instructed, to again present
affidavits, declarations and basic information that can
be checked out “pro and con” so that more information
is pulled together and so readers and investigators can
check sources and filings and have them a bit more
current than having to go to the full set of recordings
now into hundreds of pages of registered information.
And yes, we have other first-hand affidavits that were
previously published.
As we post additional “affidavits” and Public
Notices they will be added to the records and
registered correctly for easy reference and
authentication. We follow instructions given by
qualified and certified legal teams and protect holdings
UNDER THE LAW. This is appropriate in everything

we present because of the attacks against us stemming
directly from VK Durham.
We have pointed out, for instance, that there
COULD BE NO “TRUST” as she presents it, and we
have PROVEN IT. She rebuts with insults and
threats and also accuses me of blackmailing and
manipulating such as the Bush Dynasty. VK is the
one who claims to know all these supposedly impacted
players—NOT WE!
We are to have issued and gotten $400
TRILLION from China alone. We are amused
because we haven’t done business with ANYONE—
in China or otherwise. We do hope to cure that
deficiency, however, ASAP.
It is evident that VK Durham knows NOTHING
about our program, offers, holdings or any other of our
activities. She has accused us of having a farm in
Tehachapi, California where we buried an arsenal of
guns and weapons—even yet to missile launchers.
Well, we did support the “use” of a farm and got it
qualified “organic” to grow research “spelt” grain.
EKKERS HAD, HAVE, NOR SHALL HAVE—
ANY FARM ANYWHERE! NONE, ZIP, ZILCH
OR ZERO. EKKERS BURIED NOTHING, NOT
EVEN SEEDS, ON SAID “FARM-RANCH”.
This is just an example as she also rambles on
about the EKKER “CULT”. Sorry, no cult either!
Never was, is not, and never shall be!
We did, however, personally make a “contract” of
sorts with one man, Russell Herman, who held control
of the above referenced “Bonus” and we do, indeed,
secure that in corporate protection which IS OPEN
FOR ALL TO SEE AND KNOW.
VK Durham has no history of ever having or
holding any kind of TRUST as she tried to blackmail
us because we wouldn’t turn over to her our
corporations. She still has NO Trust!
We have no notion from whence she claims the
family name of “Durham” and note that the “proof” of
same, as she has NOW presented THIS WEEK, is so
outrageously typical of her fabrications and nonsense
as to embarrass us into silence if doing so would
accomplish our task at hand. It won’t, for people
continue to pull things of this ilk, absurd as they are,
off that site she overloads with her fabricated garbage,
and some actually repeat it onto other sites where
there may have formerly been credibility—UNTIL
THE VKD “STUFF” IS USED. That, however, is
neither our problem nor our business except as it
involves us and/or our BUSINESS. The point at issue
is to not get so distracted as to neglect our focus on
our task at hand.
As proof of her “Durham-ness”, we suppose, VK
has posted on her antechamber of fiction, a
“memorium” [sic] to one “John Thomas Durham, II”.
Now, readers, I am going to offer it EXACTLY as is
and you see if you can find ANYTHING in the entire
posting to give you ANY information or qualification
or proof of labels for her, AT ALL.
As a for instance, my maiden name is Jones and
to pull off a notice without any references and posting
it on our email or in the paper without obituary
information is ludicrous. I can find many dead
Joneses EVERY DAY.
[QUOTING:]
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MY FAMILY AND NOT HERMAN!?’
information, one might believe her. I will share with
JOHN THOMAS DURHAM, II
“In Closing; If Russell and I were not married.. you a writing VK posted to a “Chris” on March 2, 2003
We had a hell of a lot of good times SHACKING regarding questions on the Durham Trust.
MEMORIUM [SIC]
UP!” [Is she beginning to sound a bit tipsy?]
8.27.05
[QUOTING:]
JOHN THOMAS DURHAM, II
John Thomas Durham age 68 passed away
Thursday this week.
VK Durham’s Bogus ‘Marriage Certificate’
JT as he was known by family and friends was the
brother of William,
Howard,Oadel,Clifton,Gifford,Ocie and Bessie
Durham.
He will be missed by family and friends.
V.K. Durham
[END QUOTING]
How is it that VK is the ONLY Durham ever
involved as she now presents as from a very large
“family” and is suddenly claiming that 3392 “belonged
to my family”? Why doesn’t she post a nice clean
copy of her Birth Certificate? Her “marriage
application” states her mother’s name is Edith Naomi
Hayes and her father is H. LaRue. Of course that
entire document is forged, fabricated and is a fraud
from top to bottom, making it hardly credible as a
source of dependable information.
Now, when we objected to her marriage
subterfuge she came out with a “Holy Matrimony”
certificate and has sent it, posted it and even bound it
into a BOOK of information fabricated to get Russell
Herman’s pension benefits when she didn’t qualify.
She can deny the “book” to which I refer but it won’t
do any good because there are so many of them
circulating that when we needed information we were
offered copies and/or nice, whole, bound volumes.
It opens with a copy of her “Warranty Deed” of
Aug. 1, 1994 as filed with Washington County
Recorder, Thomas Ganz, at 1:50 P.M. on that date.
Page two is a copy of the Bonus Certificate
written in Spanish and matches that which we were
provided and which had a beautiful translation done
while VK Durham was NOWHERE AROUND
RUSSELL HERMAN—who was the unarguable
bearer of the certificate itself and who had all of the
supporting documents done and then documented its
assignment to Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd.
Page 3 of the “Red Book” (RB) is the information
from The Holy Bible with a date of 1874 which she
has now claimed was her old family Bible. She has
also claimed she bought the bible in a garage sale on
“two” dates, 1975 and 1977. Her entries didn’t sell
there or then, either, but she published them anyway,
fraud and all.
In this book, the RB, there are copies of
fabricated wills and “proof” of her marriage to Russell
created for the purpose of establishing a claim to his
pensions as well as the Bonus 3392 among which is
a copy of her “Marriage Certificate” (referred to
above).
On page 2 of a posting on antechamber of 8/18/
05 VK WRITES: “Another matter and issue
raised by this GROUP OF SPACE
CADETS…LOOSE NUTS AND VARIOUS
ASSORTMENTS OF “LOOSE SCREWS”…IS:
RUSSELL AND I WERE NOT MARRIED!?
“My response to that bit of crap is: WHO IN
THE HELL GIVES A DAMN!
Our
LUTHERAN MINISTER SAYS “WE WERE
MARRIED WHEN HE SIGNED THE SECOND
MARRIAGE LICENSE” WHICH WAS AT THE
INSISTENCE OF THE DHHS “TO SHOW
NEXT OF KIN” after the Kidnapping episode
October 28, 1993.
“WHO IN THE HELL GIVES A DAMN
when THE INSTRUMENTS BELONGED TO

She sent this “Certificate” to us personally and also
posted it on her portion of the Antechamber Website.
The “Marriage Application”, published earlier in this
series, shows the name of the Minister as Mark S.
Lohmes but here it is signed “Lohnes” in the blank
meant for the year of the marriage. Note the spelling
of “Luthern” beneath the misplaced signature. Would
it be too cruel of us to suggest that a Lutheran
minister might spell Lutheran correctly?
Since VK was trying to establish a marriage tale
it is even more interesting to look at the “wedding
date” which is extraordinary in that some “Minister”
(even if “Luthern”) could so badly fill in a simple
FORM while certifying that Russell E. Herrman/
Herman and V. C(K)ATHERINE Herman of
Okawville, Illinois were united in Holy Matrimony—
“At Home”. (Please note the “H” in “Home” so
similar to the “K” overlaying the C at the top, even
though the only significance would be to confirm that
the entire document was fabricated by VK.)
Interesting, also, is that if you read in sequence the
date of this union you will find that the date was “on
the 2nd day of 1993 in the year of OUR LORD One
Thousand Nine Hundred—Mark S. Lohnes”. So, it
reads: 2nd of 1993, 1900. I SUGGEST THIS IS
FRAUD IN A MAJOR PRESENTATION! Only
VK would know who might be the “Schambons”
(witnesses).
Does it really matter to us whether or not VK and
Russell had a “union” or “shacked up”? NO! She has
adequately proven that she has NO CLAIM TO
ANYTHING OF RUSSELL HERMAN’S, especially
BONUS 3392-181, in any way, shape or form.
THERE WAS NO “TRUST”—BACK THEN
OR NOW—but if her prattle is all one has for

From: “V.K. DURHAM”
To: Chris
Cc: “Katherin” [This was written during a “phase”
when VK was assuming the personality of the
“International Attorney” of the Widow Katherin
Durham.]
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2003 6:59 AM
Subject: Re: REGARDING SOME QUESTIONS ON
THE DURHAM TRUST ATTEST
About John Warner English MI6, and the San
Diego California Meeting to “underwrite Iraq’s
Agriculture Program through the U.S. Federal
Reserve
and
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture”..which also involved THE ATOMIC
ENERGY COMMISSION which was represented
by STEVE LEAHEY, the son of the Senator.
As the meeting was conducted, Saddam sat
outside the room on a sofa, down the hall, placed in
such a position that he could watch everything going
on in the room which the meeting was being held.
The parties in the Meeting Room were,
MYSELF [indeed, emphasis added], Lowell
Eastland aka Eastman representing the U.S.
Department of Agriculture with Authorization from
the Federal Reserve, Russell Herrman aka Herman,
a Dr. Nicholaw, Steve Leahey. John Warner sat
adjoining office also, as was Saddam, monitoring
the “events” in the meeting room.
At the time this “meeting” was going on, men
kept working in the overhead wiring” which was
nothing more than CIA making “video’s and
recordings of the meeting” ..
At one point, It was necessary for me to go to the
rest-room. On my way back, I casually stopped by
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and commenced a conversation with JOHN
WARNER.
JOHN WARNER, ENGLISH MI6 told me at
that time:
“I have been ordered by my superiors to attend
this meeting. This meeting is not to my liking. I
have strong opposition to the proposal put before
you for the underwriting of this Atomic Energy
Program for Iraq. I have purposely stayed in this
office and distanced myself from what is going on
inside the meeting room.”
At that time, we entered into a brief
conversation regarding “SAFETY ISSUES OF
USAGE OF ATOMIC ENERGY”..by “any” nation,
as there were alternative energy sources. Mr.
Warner agreed.
Additionally, I personally raised my concerns in
regards to the involvement of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the Authorization of the Federal
Reserve to “misuse” these U.S. Federal Offices to
“underwrite” various nations around the world. Mr.
Warner, tendered the same “concerns”.
Ultimately; I refused the request from the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission Rep. Mr. Leahey, Mr.
Eastland-Eastman of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture authorized by the U.S. Federal Reserve
Banking System, with Mr. Warner English MI6
present, though “non supporting”..
This Attest, is made in accordance with the best
of my knowledge of the true statements of the
events regarding the Request for Underwriting
Iraq’s ATOMIC ENERGY PROGRAM submitted
to the SIGNATORY BONUS 3392-181, V.K.
DURHAM, the fall of 1989. Attestation made this
day of March 2nd, 2003.
V.K. Durham, CEO-Signatory
At no time, did Mr. Warner “approve” of the
“Underwriting of Iraq’s Atomic Energy
Program”..His concerns were the same as mine,
and he so stated.
[END QUOTING]
We should point out that the above VK story is
completely new as compared to her prior assertions
that she and Russell declined the request of George
HW Bush and Saddam Hussein on the basis that they
were shipping arms to the Contras in Central America.
It is also quite different from the Russell Herman
version wherein the requested $35 trillion was for
Saddam’s “Garden of Eden” project to install several
nuclear generators to power a mammoth bank of
seawater de-salinators to pump fresh water to where
the Euphrates and Tigris rivers enter Iraq so that the
entire country could be irrigated and would become the
“breadbasket” of the Middle East.
Does it matter which story/version is true? Not
to us involved with GAIA; it does matter, however,
to those persons who need to ferret out the truth of
the existence and ownership of the interest accrued
by 3392, which can only be decided by determining
who is lying and who is telling the truth about the
matter. The break-up of the Herman-Bush-Hussein
partnership occurred at a time when, according to
some of VK’s other stories, she was recovering
from an auto accident and a long period in a
coma—late 1988 to mid 1989. To believe that she
participated in a meeting in San Diego, California
with Saddam Hussein, the Atomic Energy
Commission, and the other names she drops
requires quite a stretch of anyone’s imagination.
Even more revealing, however, is her reference to
“a Dr. Nicholaw” in the same meeting. “Andy
Nicholaw” is VK’s witness to everything from Vina
Catherin’s marriage lies to Russell’s wills and
codicils—ALL DRAWN FROM “SCRATCH” by
VK herself.

Is there a “John Warner of British MI6”? If
we really wanted to know we would probably
inquire of the famous author of CONSPIRATORS’
HIERARCHY, THE COMMITTEE OF 300 and
former MI6 operative, Dr. John Coleman. You
see? We, too, can “drop” names of famous and
important people.
In her March 1, 2003 email series with “Chris”,
VK tells Chris:
My family has owned this BONUS 3392-181
since 1876.
Grandfather Schneidichor
[DURHAM?]” won it in a poker game.” ($5,000
SPANISH GOLD and a ROYAL FLUSH in his
hand.)” In her March 3, 2003 email to Chris she
writes: “IF PROPER ATTENTION IS NOT
DIRECTED BY THE U.K. PARLIAMENT and
THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
“UNTOLD SLAUGHTER OF “CHRISTIANS”
and NON MUSLIMS will be forthcoming to
PUSH THE WAR, REGARDLESS OF WHAT
THE UK PARLIAMENT or THE U.S. HOUSE
OF REPS. think, or do. This is in all probability,
Chris, THE MOST CRITICALLY VITAL and
MOST IMPORTANT EMAIL YOU WILL
EVER RECEIVE. Signed: V.K. Durham, CEO
Was/is Chris a real person? Or another
invention of VK Durham to ask the questions she
wanted to answer? “Unbalanced” persons are
often extra bright and creative in some areas while
slow or dense in others. VK has demonstrated
dozens of times her inability to do simple arithmetic
and keep track of dates. Silly as it may sound, we
have to thank her for constantly testing us and
keeping us alert.
HURRICANE KATRINA
Today, while still Monday, the 29th in the U.S.,
it is the 30 th here in Manila. The hurricane has
bashed New Orleans and the Gulf Coast and
headed inland, weakening as it goes, but the
damage is in the billions and will require months just
to clean up and get back to “normal”. The
question, already, however, is just what we intend
to do to help those poor stricken people in the U.S.?
NOTHING! We have agreements to keep out of
there and I think you might now see why! The point
is not in “natural” or “man-made” but rather in the
notice of the thousands of oilrigs offshore in the area
and the extensive and massive raise in oil costs.
Please also note that PRESIDENT GEORGE
W. BUSH called a national emergency disaster for
the area BEFORE THE STORM HIT. Wow, and
how is your nervous system today? A lot of those
oil pumpers are HIS OIL PUMPERS!
Now, being unable to do ANYTHING in the
U.S., please overlook my irritation in the matter.
We have been insulted, bashed, accused of every
act of terrorism, and with fully supporting all
terrorists by VK Durham and that “Trust” thingie of
hers. Now we are called every nasty thing she can
conjure and claims we have threatened her and
Tom Flocco with assassination. Oh my.
VK quotes GCH as stating: “Is ‘Flocco’ a
‘real’ name? Of course! Whether or not it is
the referred author’s name is not my
consideration. He lists himself and site as …..
Why should we argue? I CAN assure you of one
outcome, however, and that is that if he sticks
with VK Durham-HermaNN, that he will regret
it for a long time to come.”
VK has made a big bold drama of that and
reports it as vicious and untrue statements about
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TOM FLOCCO, Russell Herman and herself as if
Mrs. Ekker made the statement referring to Mr.
Flocco.
Mrs. Ekker didn’t say ANYTHING about “Mr.
Flocco” although I might well have more to say
TODAY. Mr. Flocco referred to “Herman” as
“Hermann” throughout his presentation while
quoting the DIS-INFORMATION handed out by
VK. It includes the tale of Russell Herman being
taken WHILE IN HIS DEATHBED to England to
unlock bank accounts. I don’t mean jokingly, I
mean “literally”. This was to have happened
between his death day of August 29th and Sept. 5th,
1994. Anyone viewing her pictures of Russell’s
body (if it indeed is Russell Herman) would choke
on such a claim. But, she goes on to now claim
that Mr. DV Hughes of the big Hughes Corporation
was allowed to break into those accounts while
working with HER and did, in fact, disappear with
over 160 of the accounts.
Now if you don’t think Tom Flocco is not going
to have static and questions as to his own “sanity”,
I suggest you reconsider your observation
qualifications. Next suggestion: CHECK WITH
“STEW WEBB” AS GIVEN AS RESOURCE BY
VKD.
We know Stew Webb and I don’t really believe
he would give us a bad rap—we helped him
personally when he most needed it.
She goes on and writes the following: “This
alleged SPACE CADET COMMANDER
HATONN…alleges to be from OUTER SPACE
riding around in his/her space ship..with full intention
of BLASTING THE HOLY BE-JEEBERS out of
EARTH… But, before all hell breaks loose..turn
over your gold and this SPACE CADET
COMMANDER ‘WILL BEAM YOU UP’.”
How can rational people respond to such
irrational nonsense? We made an agreement with
“a” Russell Herman and find that he must have
been “the one” in point because VK goes out of her
mind every time she sees her name in the
CONTACT newspaper. After claiming for years
that Russell was kidnapped and tortured to get him
to “sign off” on the “Bonus”, she has changed her
story and would have people believe that he had
nothing and that the Bonus 3392 was from “her
family”. Not only that, she is lately saying that she
granted Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd.
24.4% of the value of 3392 in 1988 (before she had
anything to do with it) to cover the fact of its reissuance by the Peruvian Consulate in Los Angeles
in 1989 with all of the documentation which that
required. The lady is such a prolific liar that it is
a challenge just to keep up with her prevarications.
Perhaps you all who have email capability could
suggest that Ms. Durham open up her Trust and
produce MONEY to bail out our nation and help
those good people in that Southern hit zone. After
all, she owes people in Louisiana, the Morgans.
That was just before the poor folk in Ida Grove, the
Wunchels. She literally tried to rip-off banks in the
area over some incredible claim that Illinois Power
owed her something like $3 BILLION. She, with
Morgans, TRIED TO COLLECT!
She also tried to collect from Russell’s bank in
Illinois until THEY CAUGHT HER AND TOOK
HER ALTOGETHER OFF HIS ACCOUNT.
Is it any wonder why Russell asked someone
else to help tend his business? She likes to talk
about Inter-American Investment Corporation as
HER TRUST, TIAS, etc. Not so! It is a nice,
current Nevada corporation, just like Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd.
Ah, but beware for she has now associated us
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with the Simon Wiesenthal Institute and the Ross
Institute (alleged UK researchers) who believe this
group of MIND CONTROL artists are associated
with the ZODIAC HOMICIDES …” Of course
VK makes it clear we are “them”.
VK references everything she writes with links
to absurdities she wrote IN THE FIRST PLACE
and references on her site. Funny? Yes, even if
it doesn’t cause laughter. VK has, by the way,
accused us of the death of someone named “Gary
Stroud” who seems to have died just before being
arrested in Canada. Stroud, she says, bought
something FROM US for $50 MM. And she calls
us “NUT CAKES”?
Well, I find it quite soothing to learn that “Dr.”
Deku is coming right up in this matter, which should
probably cool the enthusiasm of using HIM in her
dramas. Wait long enough and truth surfaces as
that wheel turns on.
I am reading from one of VK’s more recent
(8\18\5) missives that she heads: GAIA-Ekker’s
Hatonn “Get a Life & Get Real”. I would ask the
Editor, if he can find room, to run this writing off
the antechamber. Seeing is believing and I simply
can’t make up such original things.
I do find that in the same writing/posting she
gives all of our Clark County Recorder’s
information
and
states
that
“ALL
REQUIREMENTS
OF
THE
UNIFORM
COMMERCIAL CODE WERE SATISFIED AND
THE DEBT BECAME INCONTESTABLE
FEBRUARY 16, 1999.” THAT IS CORRECT
AND REFERS TO OUR FILES!
By the way, even though assassination seems to
be the new approach of our beloved Christian
Evangelical leaders running amuck, we do not
advocate damaging anyone, even VK DURHAM.
“Thou shall not kill” remains number one on my
“don’t do” list. And, while we are at it, I honor all
those other commandments as pertains to the
humanity-spiritual realization of the list itself. I
apologize to God for my early-on lack of
discernment and if my karma and charge-back is
getting this job done for RH, so be it for we shall
give it our best shot. (“Shot” meaning effort, not
assassination, VK.) Neither is this a “VEILED
AND ENCRYPTED THREAT TO MR. TOM
FLOCCO!?” as stated in the article in point by said
VK Durham.
In fact, I suggest Mr. Flocco do some “asking
around” and he might just find out some interesting
information. Gary Stroud? Zodiac Killer? I
suggest that Tom Flocco will become totally
embarrassed for any association with VK Durham.
Now, please note: When that woman starts on
her insane ramblings about Manila, the Foundation
or any other ventures or adventures here—she is
as ignorant as they come and anyone who
associated Brunei with Prince Bandar is stupid to
repeat and repeat the ignorance.
I suggest that perhaps TF might wish to get in
touch with Lt. Cmdr. Al Martin (Ret.). And never
mind much discussion; just ask about “Hatonn”!
You know, it is sort of “that last laugh thing…”.
And by the way, KNOW IT, that we would
certainly negotiate with such as the Bushes, et al.
We have nothing to hide, full instructions to offer,
and the United States of America IS OUR HOME!
Nobody has to threaten or kill us to have gain and
security through anything we do or attempt to do.
It is purely as simple as all wondrous things relative
to God’s own solutions always ARE.
Perhaps we can get through all this drivel soon
and move on.
DJE
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Bellringer-NESARA BS
Detracts from ‘Real Deal’
8/30/05—#1 (19-14)
Tue., August 30, 2005 7:41 A.M. YR 19, DAY 14
Manila, Philippines
RE:
WHEN WILL YOU EVER LEARN?
RESPONSE TO RH WITH REBUTTAL TO
BELLRINGER “BS (Bat Guano)”—GCH/d
* * *
THE WHEELS, THE WHEELS: EVER TURNING
AND EVER CHURNING
WHEN IS ENOUGH QUITE ENOUGH?
Well, readers, where there continues to be “smoke”
there is surely a fire still smoldering and “fire somewhere
in the hold”. This, as in “hold the lie and see if you can
cover your assets”.
YOU WILL NOT COVER THEM WITH ME!
“GCH” is my “By line” as I am a journalist.
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN IS MY
IDENTIFICATION NAME, FULLY REGISTERED
FOR ACCEPTANCE IN YOUR LAND OF “3D”
MANDATORY REGULATIONS.
In the information to follow I am referred to in the
direct label as above but not as my “By line” name now
used to STOP the nitwit copy-cats at their daily games
and foolishness.
I am also referred to, at least twice, as “Christ
Michael/Hatonn”. I AM NEITHER!
I AM SOMEHOW LUMPED INTO AND
WITHIN SOME ABSURD “NESARA” NONSENSE
WHICH IS NEITHER REAL NOR OF TRUTH.
My typist is accused of being all the parties involved
in such garbage and even called, by the usurper, VKD,
of being “all” and “each” party now in focus of unlawful
and hurtful contempt. First they STOLE our paper, then
they STOLE our identities and now they will foist the
absurd pain and disappointment off onto you who
foolishly believed in that fateful “something for nothing”
scam through false presentation. NO THANK YOU!
Indeed, readers, if this had not been shared by our
people for comment, we would leave it go so that it might
disappear into the quandary pile of such as Spectrum,
ONE OF MR. BELLRINGER’S MOST FAMOUS
FANTASY “FRIENDS”. Well Spectrum group
STOLE CONTACT, aided and abetted by none
other than Four Winds Bellringer and other
“destroyers” of Truth.
We had no particular need to make those entities’
lives difficult for everyone can believe anything chosen—
UNTIL—the lies came back FROM BANKERS, NO
LESS, in this foreign country. It has taken over six years
to set the records to correction and we are weary of the
thieves and liars.
We were asked by a DYING MAN to take his
holding asset of major consequence and see to its
sheltering. We did not even take an “ESTATE” of any
kind to either poke or prod and these are “just the facts
Ma’am”.
There are DOZENS of pretenders passing out
information yet NONE of them use either permission nor
do they pass out TRUTH—IN MY NAME! Again,
NO THANK YOU.
Fourwinds website is a figment of, originally, Emil

and Pat Mulhausen of Rapid City, South Dakota.
Information was fed to “Bellringer” via such as Rick
Martin, Ed Young and Al Overholt of, at the time,
CONTACT.
It can be noted that “Bellringer” took all of my
writings and those of our other REGISTERED “pennames” as registered legally to STOP the misuse and
claim to eventual FRAUD and presented them as “their
own” while giving homage to others who did no better
than BADLY copy both entities and misquote our own
presentations. So be it and may the “Force” be with
them.
It was then pronounced that our people had been hit
by deadly “dark energies” and to SAVE everyone—the
little office was STOLEN in whole. When that was
STOPPED BY LAW, the writers simply changed to Dr.
Young’s CORPORATION, SPECTRUM, and continued
with wholesale fraud.
A couple of years ago the “receiver” claiming to be
a speaker for “us” realized his errors and dropped the
groupie like a very hot potato and went his way. Will
such as Bellringer do the same? Yes indeed, eventually,
but hopefully not until proven to be as absurd and
fraudulent as they ARE.
As far back as the late ’90s Emil claimed to be
“Pleiades Headquarters” or “Command Center”. I note
that people still absurdly refer to him, in this very letter
yet, as “Central” as in the heading: “Hello, Central!”
May I please remind you that if a thing is neither
reasonable nor logical in your world of hate and
avarice—it is NOT REAL as presented. Perhaps the
key words might well be “as presented”. There is no
MERIT nor is there any potential possibility of something
called NESARA to develop into ANYTHING. It goes
against the very laws of political reality. An
“announcement” means NOTHING! HEAR ME: AN
“ANNOUNCEMENT” MEANS ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING.
I could “announce” THAT ALL THE MASTERS
and those “4D” dudes are going to descend upon you
AND IT MEANS NOTHING! Are you listening? IT
MEANS NOTHING except SPECULATION OF THE
MOST DESTRUCTIVE KIND.
YOU CAN “KNOW” IT IS NOT ME SHARING
IF THERE ARE DATES GIVEN OR FAR-OUT
PRESENTATIONS OF “MAGIC”. NEVER HAVE I
TOLD YOU OTHERWISE NOR HAVE I ACTED
OTHERWISE.
HOWEVER, you do as you will or wish—
CHOICES ARE SINGULARLY YOURS! IT IS THE
WAY OF CREATOR IN YOUR PHYSICALLYMORTAL EXPERIENCE!
Could we “sue” these nits? Of course! However,
we have a far larger job to accomplish and one to which
we near the crossroads of positive action. This will
impact ALL OF YOU in a positive manner—even after
you have attempted to destroy us in every way you can
conjure including negation efforts at our very beings. So
be it for it only PROVES OUR POINTS ALREADY
MADE.
We have entertained dozens of “agents” from such
as INTERPOL per VK’s nonsense and they come, meet
and go away AS THEY CAME, laughing all the way—
at the idiotic attitudes of mortal man/woman. Those
“agents” really do NOT like being presented as fools and
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the accusers should remember that little clue to TRUTH.
Furthermore, they pride themselves in being able to identify
fraud and fraudulent documents no matter where posted
or from what source. In THIS instance, there is no desire
to damn “us” to Hell or to a hand-basket. At some point
out there we can even legitimately PAY BETTER than the
bankrupt systems in “disaster mode”. Why would “they”
REALLY want otherwise from or by us?
Has it cost us “time”? Oh indeed, but every delay
brings better proof of product and delivery—EVERY ONE
AND EVERY PLAYER WHO PASSES THIS WAY
COUNTS MIGHTILY—even if it appears otherwise!
Therefore, please, let the mouths from great places of
“Central” importance as in a village outside Rapid City,
South Dakota or downtown Ida Grove, Iowa continue
their assault and blame games for it will not stand in even
a court of unlawful injustice. Doris Ekker CANNOT be
everything to everyone or reflect ANYTHING the accusers
fathom. SHE CLAIMS NOTHING! So be it for we are
happy (well, not “happy”, really) to spell it out over and
over again as necessary or opportunity is presented as in
these personal letters sent to our notice. Why sent? It
does not matter “why” for they “exist” and that is
sufficient evidence of interchange.
The information copies arrived Monday but reflect
very current dates so are appropriate for response to the
one who asks “comment”. It also comes at a time
appropriate to the necessity of responding further to VK
Durham antics and fraud. Please be patient, readers, for
this is YOUR LIFE! Do you actually believe that these
miscreants can REALLY HURT me? If you do then you
certainly are in worse recognition of your position than is
possible for us to accept on the silly grapevines of
intoxicating fruit juice.
I am sorry that this has to be retyped but we have no
access to copy as it came by FAX. It is fine as an effort
will be made to incorporate everything, even to the
incorrectly spelled words, as accurately as possible.
This can be exampled by the Heading, which uses the
word “statis” in inquiry about NESARA “status”. “Statis”
is a lovely type of flower. This is no offense but must
be noted as in an effort to copy without changes. I do
think it is interesting that this has ended up HERE for a
“status report”!
Begin “copy” with a few comments to enable readers
to follow the context.
[QUOTING:]
“Hello, Central!” Many Are Losing Hope, Would You Please
Write About The Statis of NESARA At This Time?
From: RH
To: cactus@rushmore.com
Sent: Saturday, July 30, 2005 9:56 AM
Subject: Bringing Clarity to Things.
Dear Patrick,
Good morning.
With the ending of July and no announcement the
amount of information and dis-information has increased
by leaps and bounds. There seems to be some
discouragement and loss of hope spreading around. I feel
that this is due, at least in part, to people being confused.
I am hoping that you would be willing to help dispel some
of this confusion. The more people understand, the better
they can adjust.
What I have been hearing much more than ever - on
the internet, e-mails, phones, meetings, etc. - is basically
this: On our side are countless numbers of Lightworkers
and White Knights and other who pray daily; Millions of
star ships, star technology and our galactic brothers and
sisters; The Masters of the universe; The Forces of Light;
and Creator God’s Plan for Nesara now. How is it
possible that all of the above are continually thwarted by
the bankers, CNN, etc? It stretches people’s imagination
beyond belief.
I have mentioned about not interfering with people’s
freewill. However, I am constantly reminded that the
freewill of the darkside is always being interfered with by

The Forces of Light. Also, we were told that The Masters
have been in charge for a while now and have Creator
God’s permission “to interfere and intervene”. In “Enough
is Enough” the Masters actually said that They will no
longer rely on or trust the military or WK to get this done.
They, Themselves, will do what must be done. This being
said, how does CNN, etc. still succeed in stopping Nesara?
I have no answers here.
[H: WOW! ME NEITHER!]
Finally, I am reminded daily of what The Masters have
told us. [H: Who? How? When? What? Where?
And WHY?] They said the announcement would occur
by April 25 - the latest. We were told to not even pay our
taxes. The people who trusted and followed that advice
can now be in deep trouble. [H: Oh yes indeed and we
wrote a whole article warning YOU to not do anything
so stupid.] When it was stopped by April 15 They said
there is no new target date - it is still on target for now.
This was encouraging. However, April ended with no
news. Same with May. We were then told that Nesara,
First Contact and the Second Coming would absolutely be
done before June 30 - at the latest - as had been promised
all year. This, too, was not to be. Lastly, They said that
Nesara would happen around the week of July 4th, with the
other events to follow shortly and by the end of July we
would certainly all be celebrating. Yet, still, no
announcement.
As I said, I am not clear enough myself to help out
here. I do know that I pray for Nesara every day but I
do not have the answers for others at this point.
If you can reply to me about all of the above I would
be most grateful. However, I think it would be much
more valuable if you would discuss this on Fourwinds.
My audience and influence is rather small, while yours is
quite large. Your insight would probably bring much
renewed hope to many.
There is also the question of what you, and The
Masters, see for August.
Please consider this request if at all possible. Thank
you Patrick.
Blessings
RH
***
[H: I would really wish you who get this would
look “back” into getting CONTACT because after all
is said and done regarding these misadventures of two
decades, we still offer you the TRUTH and what is
really going on. You are NOT going to find magical
NESARAs nor are you going to find magical magicians
and 4D qualifiers out there somewhere. If they are
on your place they are integrated within your people
and/or they are showing THE WAY sans BS and
hogwash “something for nothing” EVEN IF YOU
HAVE SUFFERED UNTIMELY AT THE HANDS OF
THE “BAD KIDS”. Mr. Bellringer does not like my
term of hogwash but find a name suitable for ignorant
and foolish claims and I will be happy to use it.
[Next we will share Patrick H. Bellringer’s
“response” to RH:]
FROM: Patrick H. Bellringer
TO: RH
DATE: August 3, 2005
SUBJECT: Reply
Dear RH:
You ask for a simple answer to a most difficult
“why” question. “Why has NESARA been delayed this
long?”
First you must understand that we live on a 3D planet
with freewilled human beings. This is our planet. We
made the mess and we must help clean it up. Therefore,
freewilled human beings must be involved in cooperation
with the Star People to change things. The “bottom line”
is the Cosmic Law which states that the Forces of Light,
the Star People can help us, but they cannot do it for us.
Because this is true we must have 3D people involved
in NESARA. Sometimes they make wrong choices and
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cause delays. Many of those who have continued to make
wrong choices have been replaced by other 3D people: and
even by Star people. Our people have gained much
wisdom and are now making wise choices to get the
mission accomplished. [H: HOGWASH!]
A second problem is that religion has created a great
handicap for the people of our civilization in understanding
Cosmic Law. [H: MORE HOGWASH! You don’t
have to have “religions” to blow you out for most of
you in “this” Bellringer or NESARA category are NOT
affiliated with establishment “religions” in the “real”
sense of the definition.] We have been taught that in
“Heaven” all is in perfection and everyone is all-powerful
and knows everything. [H: Where in the world did
you get such an interesting but erroneous
assumption?] We believe that those of another
dimension can come into 3D and do things by magic.
Therefore, the Ascended Masters, Sananda Immanuel
and [H: oops] Christ Michael/Hatonn make no mistakes
and can accomplish anything we ask of them. We are
learning through the months of delays that this simply
is not true. They are bound both by Cosmic Law and
the restrictions of 3D in their actions, and they also
make mistakes. [H: What an incredible cop-out,
Bellringer! It was ever thus so from where and
whom did you get such foolish disinformation in the
first place? How many people have you personally
led down the primrose path in your ignorance in the
very face of being TOLD TRUTH?]
A third problem has been the extreme resistance and
tenacity of the Darkside to the coming of the Light. At
one point [H: OOPS QUADRUPLED AND NOT SO]
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn [H: NOT ME, READERS!]
stated that even Satan was amazed at the depth of evil
on Earth Shan. His evil minions had gone way beyond
what even he had imagined possible on this planet. [H:
What I DID say was that some of the incredibly evil
things now present on your planet are beyond
acceptable behavior for even the Satanic players.]
The 4D Serpent People [H: THERE IS NO SUCH
THING AS 4D “SERPENT PEOPLE”—THAT IS A
CONJURING OF EARTH MORTAL HUMAN MAN
IN HOGWASH. And no, I do NOT care who tells
you otherwise!] WHO HAD COME TO Earth Shan
with their 4D technology could not be defeated by our
3D capabilities. [H: BS: If destructive forces are
to be the downfall of mankind it will not be through
4D anything but will, rather, be through the very
technology already prevalent on your globe. Natural,
truly natural, happenings are an ongoing
phenomenon—man’s tampering is most deadly in
outcome but don’t blame “4D” personalities. I
suggest you start going to the source and casting an
eye upon the real deceivers to you people—as in
“Bellringer” et al.]
Basically the struggle to implement NESARA by 3D
means went on for four years until May, 2004. At that
point due to the pleas of the people for Divine help and
the overwhelming desire for peace on Earth Shan, the
Galactic Federation ordered the Divine Intervention to
assist in the NESARA mission. [H: THIS PERSON
HAS MOST CERTAINLY LOST THE FULL LOAD
OF MARBLES!] It has taken fifteen more months
since May, 2004 with the assistance of the Hosts of
Heaven to arrive at this point today. [H: Aren’t you
even a bit embarrassed by this incredible
disinformation? “THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN”?—
HAVE YOU ALL LOST YOUR BRAINS? NEVER
MIND YOUR MINDS!]
The army of the Darkside is in shambles and their
warriors are running in terror for their very lives.
[H: Including, I would assume, Bellringer, et al.]
Only a few skirmishes remain on the battlefield. Light
is flooding the scene and peace is breaking out all
over our planet today. Bits and pieces of Truth are
being revealed in many parts of our world, as the
25,000 Star People now on our planet lend their
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assistance as peace keepers.
[H: Now read the next in full realization that
NESARA is a very limited, even in its most
speculative presentation, USA PHENOMENON.]
“Last week the Irish Republican Army (IRA) in
Northern Ireland declared their disarmament and
announced that they will use other ways than
violence to achieve their political aims” (NG). Also,
the Columbian paramilitary organization AUC did
almost the same thing. The terrorist wing of the
Basque movement in Spain, the ETA is now
reported willing to follow suit. There are many
other signs of positive change.
[H: What could this possibly have to do with
NESARA which is supposed to be a U.S. law of
some kind or at least a “bill” offered somehow—
WITH NOT EVEN ONE SPONSOR IN ALL
THESE YEARS OF HYPE. DOES IT REALLY
SOUND LIKE SOMETHING YOUR FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT WOULD DO “FOR” YOU? I
THOUGHT NOT!]
I know that you are frustrated that we have now
moved into August with still no NESARA, when
Christ Michael/Hatonn [H: BS, HOGWASH,
HOGSWILL AND BESIDES, THIS IS A LIE!]
had promised the Second Coming by June 30, 2005.
NESARA would have happened prior to that. [H: I
suggest that none of you use MY NAME in the
same sentence with such as NESARA.]
With the 4D capability of the Darkside neutralized,
our NESARA people much wiser, and many more Star
People assisting, the completion of the NESARA
mission is assured. I anticipate this to happen at any
moment of each new day. Know in your heart that
victory is here, and let us give Sananda Immanuel a
big birthday party on his birthday next Monday, August
8 (8-8-8 B.C.) Happy Birthday, Sananda!
In Love and Light,
Patrick H. Bellringer
[END QUOTING]
[H: NESARA WILL NEVER HAPPEN,
ANNOUNCED OR OTHERWISE, AND TO
MAKE IT APPEAR THAT I GIVE SUCH
RUBBISH FORTH IS AN INSULT TO ME
AND TO THOSE NICE HOSTS OF HEAVEN.
WHO OF THE DARKSIDE ARE GOING TO
NEUTRALIZE THE DARKSIDE? WILL THIS
BE BELLRINGER? HARDLY—HE IS THE
DARKSIDE,
FOOLISH
AND
NONDISCERNING PEOPLE OF THE LIE.]
* * *
This in no way is to be insulting to you who ask
and question the nonsensical offerings of would-be
gurus and psychics. It would better serve you to
“never mind” the “seers” and “prophets” and get with
the truth of your manifest, physical expression. And
yes indeed, KNOW that a government who kills off its
youth in foreign wars is NOT GOING TO GIVE
YOU ANYTHING, ESPECIALLY A “NESARA”.
THEY MAY JUST GIVE YOU A “NESSIE” IF
YOU HOLD OUT LONG ENOUGH.
If you are offended by this TRUTH then I can
only ask that you sit back and be a bit discerning and
ponder just what might be WRONG HERE. By the
way: There is not going to be a “Rapture”, either.
Tampering with Bibles will not make it so!
Now, what you think of me is none of my
business but my business IS my business and we
shall move ever more diligently to “make it so”.
You take your NESARAs and we will stand in
TRUTH and see who makes it to the finish line in
the reality of that which IS.
I salute you for asking,
GCH
dharma
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The New Jerusalem
Part Five: Media Control
As we continue with this series, we continue to
encourage all readers to obtain their own copy of
The New Jerusalem: Zionist Power in America for
reference and sharing. Orders may be placed
through Phoenix Source Distributors, (800) 8005565. International orders may also be placed
through The Preferred Network, (250) 248-5591.
We extend our appreciation to author Michael
Collins Piper for permission to serialize this work.
[QUOTING:]
THE MEYER-GRAHAM EMPIRE . . .
A legendary figure in the global media monopoly died
on July 17, 2001. Katharine Meyer Graham, longtime
publisher of The Washington Post and Newsweek
magazine and grande dame of a multibillion dollar major
media empire, died of injuries from a fall in Sun Valley,
Idaho, several days before. At the time of her accident,
Mrs. Graham—a longtime figure in the powerful
Bilderberg group—and a host of other luminaries of the
plutocratic media elite were engaged in a high-level
meeting held annually in Sun Valley that—at least until
Mrs. Graham’s accident—received little or no publicity
in the mainstream press controlled by those elite media
power-brokers who attend that gathering.
While there is no evidence that the death of the 83
year-old Mrs. Graham was anything other than an
accident, the truth is that there still remain questions about
the supposed “suicide” of her husband, Philip Graham,
who preceded her as head of the Post empire. In fact,
Graham’s death was quite convenient for a lot of
people—Mrs. Graham included—and saved a lot of
people a lot of grief.
Although the media monopoly spent many column
inches eulogizing Mrs. Graham, the full story of her
husband’s demise was largely unmentioned, other than to
portray her as a simple housewife who had succeeded
to a powerful position in the face of tragedy. A bit of
historical background is necessary to understand why
somebody may have found it necessary to arrange for a
staged “suicide” for Philip Graham.
The daughter of Wall Street wheeler-dealer and
leading Zionist financier Eugene Meyer, who bought
the Washington Post in 1933—just shortly after
resigning as a governor of the Federal Reserve
System—Katharine Meyer married poor-boy-turnedHarvard lawyer Philip Graham in 1940.
In just six years, after Meyer assumed the first
presidency of the new World Bank, appointed by
President Harry Truman, Meyer named his son-in-law
publisher and editor-in-chief of the Post. In 1948, Meyer
transferred his actual control of the Post stock to his
daughter and her husband. However, Katharine received
only 30% of the stock. Her husband received 70% of
the stock, his purchase financed by his father-in-law who
trusted Graham and believed quite simply that no man
should have the burden of working for his own wife.
Under Philip Graham’s stewardship, the Post
blossomed and its empire expanded, including the
purchase of the then-moribund Newsweek magazine
and other media properties.
Following the establishment of the CIA in 1947,
Graham also forged close ties to the CIA to the point that
he was described by author Deborah Davis, as “one of

the architects of what became a widespread practice:
the use and manipulation of journalists by the CIA”—a
CIA project known as Operation Mockingbird.
According to Davis, the CIA link was integral to the
Post’s rise to power: “Basically the Post grew up by
trading information with the intelligence agencies.” In
short, Graham made the Post into an effective and
influential propaganda conduit for the CIA.
Despite all this, there was, by the time of Eugene
Meyer’s death in 1959, a growing gulf between
Graham and his wife and his father-in-law, who was
having second thoughts about turning his empire over
to Graham. The Post publisher had taken a mistress,
Robin Webb, whom he set up in a large house in
Washington and a farm outside of the city.
A heavy drinker who is said to have had manicdepressive tendencies, Graham, in some respects, was
his own worst enemy, stridently abusive to his wife,
both privately and publicly.
Later cited by Evan Thomas (a writer for
Newsweek) as evidence of Graham’s emotional instability
was that Graham (who was not Jewish) “would make
anti-Semitic remarks about his in-laws, his wife, even his
children.” In this context, the fact that Graham was also
a very close friend of some years with President John F.
Kennedy who, during the same period, was engaged in
a bitter struggle with the leaders of the American Jewish
community who perceived that the president was
insufficiently supportive of Israel’s Middle East interests
was not something that went unnoticed.
Katharine Graham’s biographer Deborah Davis has
pointed out in her book, Katharine the Great, that Philip
Graham had also started rattling the cage of the CIA:
“He had began to talk, after his second breakdown, about
the CIA’s manipulation of journalists. He said it
disturbed him. He said it to the CIA. ... He turned
against the newsmen and politicians whose code was
mutual trust and, strangely, silence. The word was that
Phil Graham could not be trusted.”
In fact, Graham was actually under surveillance by
somebody: Davis has noted that one of Graham’s
assistants “recorded his mutterings on scraps of paper”.
There are those, however, who have suggested
that Graham’s legendary “mental breakdown” that
developed over the next several years was more a
consequence of the psychiatric treatments to which he
was subjected than of any illness itself. One writer has
speculated that Graham, in fact, may have been the
victim of the CIA’s now-infamous experiments in the
use of mind-altering drugs.
Of no doubt is the fact that the Graham split was
a major social and political upheaval in Washington,
considering the immense power of the elite newspaper
and its intimate ties to the CIA.
In his biography of Graham’s friend and
Washington Post attorney Edward Bennett Williams,
the aforementioned Evan Thomas wrote that:
“Georgetown society was quickly split into ‘Phil
People’ and ‘Kay People’” and that while “publicly,
Williams was a Phil Person ... as [Kay] later
discovered, she need not have been fearful.”
Graham startled Williams by saying that not only
did he plan to divorce Katharine but that he wanted to
rewrite his 1957 will and give everything “Kay” stood
to inherit to his mistress, Robin Webb—effectively
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depriving Katharine of what most would perceive to be
her birthright with which Katharine’s father had
entrusted him.
Although Williams kept putting off Graham’s
demand for a divorce, the will, as Thomas admitted,
“was a trickier matter”. Three times in the spring of
1963 Graham rewrote his original will of 1957. Each
of Graham’s 1963 revisions reduced his wife’s share
and expanded the share he intended for his mistress.
Ultimately, the last version cut out Katharine Graham
altogether.
A big and nasty fight was looming. Katharine
obviously knew something was afoot because, as Deborah
Davis reports, Mrs. Graham “told [her own attorney]
Clark Clifford that the divorce settlement must assign
control of The Washington Post, and all of the Post
companies, exclusively to her.”
Matters finally came to a head when Philip attended a
newspaper publishers’ convention in Arizona and delivered
a blistering speech attacking the CIA and exposing
“insider” secrets about official Washington—even to the
point of exposing his friend John Kennedy’s affair with
Mary Meyer, the wife of a top CIA official, Cord Meyer
(no relation to Katharine Graham). At that point,
Katharine flew to Phoenix and snatched up her husband
who was captured after a struggle, put in a straitjacket
and sedated. He was then flown to an exclusive mental
clinic in the Washington suburb of Rockville, Maryland.
On the morning of August 3, 1963, Katharine
Graham reportedly told friends that Philip was “better”
and coming home. She drove to the clinic and picked
up her husband and drove him to their country home in
Virginia. Later that day, while “Kay” was reportedly
napping in her second floor room, her husband died of
a shotgun blast in a bathtub downstairs. Although the
police report of the incident was never made public, the
death was ruled a suicide. Deborah Davis described the
aftermath:

All told, considering the record of Katharine Graham
and her Washington Post empire, Washington humorist Art
Buchwald probably wasn’t far off from the mark when he
told the Washington elite who gathered for Mrs. Graham’s
70th birthday: “There’s one word that brings us all
together here tonight. And that word is fear.”
What follows is an overview of the massive holdings
of the Meyer-Graham empire, demonstrating indeed that
this wealthy family does have a major stranglehold on the
media in this country.
• The Washington Post
• Newsweek
• 50% interest in The International Herald Tribune
• 50% interest in the Los Angeles Times-Washington Post
News Service (which supplies news to papers nationwide)
• 28% interest in the Cowles Media Co., publisher of The
Minneapolis-St. Paul Star-Tribune
• The Gazette Newspapers (one newspaper and 15 weekly
community papers in Maryland)
• The Washington Post National Weekly Edition
• LEGI-SLATE Inc. (on-line database and legal publishing)
• Post-Newsweek Cable (systems in 15 states)
In addition, the Meyer-Graham empire owned at least
six broadcasting companies in key cities across America:
• KPRC-TV, Houston
• KSAT-TV, San Antonio
• WDIV-TV, Detroit
• WFSB, Hartford, Conn.
• WJXT-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.
• WPLG-TV, Miami
However, there is another major media empire, that of
the Newhouse family, that also deserves careful
consideration, for its empire—perhaps even more so than
that of either that of the Meyer-Graham family or the more
august Sulzbergers of New York Times fame—reaches into
smaller cities all across the United States.

During probate, Katharine’s lawyer challenged
the legality of the last will, and Edward Bennett
Williams, wishing to retain the Post account, now
testified that Phil had not been of sound mind when
he had drawn up Phil’s final will for him. As a
result, the judge ruled that Phil had died intestate.
Williams helped Katharine take control of the Post
with no significant legal problems and ensured that
the final will, which left The Washington Post to
another woman, never entered the public record.

A primary example of how the Newhouse family
has consolidated its power is demonstrated in Central
Pennsylvania which is now a virtual “news fiefdom” of
the New York-based Newhouse media monopoly—
Advance Publications—headed by S. I. “Si” Newhouse
and his tightly-knit family who [are] among the genuine
Lords of the Media in America.
The founder of the empire, the late Sam Newhouse,
was once heard to brag, “I just bought New Orleans,”
when he announced his purchase of that city’s influential
Times-Picayune newspaper. Evidently this attitude on
the part of the Newhouse family evidently still applies as
it reaches further and further to expand its media
holdings nationwide.
Described by Stephen Birmingham in his 1984 book,
The Rest of Us: The Rise of America’s Eastern
European Jews, as (then) “the second-wealthiest Jewish
American family”, the Newhouse family recently
swallowed up control of four weekly newspapers in two
Pennsylvania counties, consolidating a newspaper
monopoly in the region of south central Pennsylvania
adjoining Harrisburg, the state capital.
Not satisfied with owning the influential Patriot
News—the sole daily newspaper in Harrisburg which
dominates news coverage in central Pennsylvania—the
Newhouse family has now purchased the locally based
Swank-Fowler company, publishers of The Perry
County Times, The Duncannon Record and The NewsSun in Perry County, and The Juniata Sentinel (in
neighboring Juniata County).
Announcing the sale, Robert Fowler, the highlyregarded chief of Swank-Fowler, said he agreed to sell
to Newhouse because he was “determined to deal only
with people who have a track record of practicing good
journalism under local control”—a judgment many
would dispute.
(Parenthetically, it is worth noting that tiny Juniata

In her critical biography of Mrs. Graham, Davis
never suggested that Philip had been murdered but has
said in interviews that “there’s some speculation that
either [Katharine] arranged for him to be killed or some
body said to her, ‘don’t worry, we’ll take care of it’”
and that “there’s some speculation that it might have
even been Edward Bennett Williams.”
Under Katharine Graham’s rule, The Washington
Post grew more powerful than ever, and in 1974 played
the pivotal role in the destruction of Richard Nixon who
was evidently perceived as a danger to the CIA and to
the plutocratic elite.
In her book, Katharine the Great—which Mrs.
Graham worked hard to suppress—Deborah Davis
perhaps provided the real key to Watergate, charging
that the Post’s famed Watergate source—“Deep
Throat”—was almost certainly Richard Ober, the righthand man of James Angleton, the CIA’s
counterintelligence chief and longtime liaison to Israel’s
Mossad.
Miss Davis revealed that Ober was in charge of a
joint CIA-Israeli counterintelligence desk established by
Angleton inside the White House. From this listening
post, Ober (at Angleton’s direction) provided inside
information to the Post about Watergate that helped bring
down the Nixon administration.

THE NEWHOUSE EMPIRE . . .
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County is unquestionably a Zionist fiefdom in and of itself.
Aside from Newhouse domination of the local press, the
largest employer in the small, rural county is Empire Kosher
Poultry, the largest Kosher-production company on the face
of the planet. Some years ago there was a minor scandal
when it was discovered that Empire—which, for years,
recruited vast numbers of foreign-born employees to work
in its plant—was, in fact, employing a substantial number
of illegal immigrants, a point all the more ironic considering
the fact the little county has long had a relatively high
unemployment rate. But no one there dares challenge the
rule of the Zionist elite.)
Unfortunately, history shows there is very strong
evidence that the Newhouse empire—which controls 26
newspapers in 22 cities, along with Parade, the weekly
Sunday supplement which appears in many more
publications nationwide—has been used in the past to
advance the interests of private special interests.
In 1988 journalist Nicholas von Hoffman wrote Citizen
Cohn, a biography of famed “mob lawyer” and “political fixer”
Roy Cohn, who was best remembered—at least until his
widely publicized death from AIDS—as the unsavory advisor
of Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.).
For years, however, many suspected Cohn had been
placed in McCarthy’s inner circle to “control” the
rambunctious senator and to prevent McCarthy’s
investigation from “going too far” and revealing the real
sources behind the communist movement. In fact, Cohn
did succeed in muzzling (or misdirecting) McCarthy more
than many seem to realize.
In any event, in his quite revealing biography of Cohn,
Von Hoffman revealed that Cohn—a lifelong friend of “Si”
Newhouse—often used his association to influence the
reporting by the Newhouse press, quoting a Cohn
associate who said:
[Cohn’s] connection with Si Newhouse was a
very important connection. ... Roy once told me that
... in those towns where there was a Newhouse
newspaper, it was the only newspaper in town, which
means the editor of that newspaper is quite influential.
So if anyone ever got into trouble in any city in which
there was a Newhouse newspaper, Roy could go to
Si and Si could go to the editor and there you have a
leading member in town who could do a favor.
According to von Hoffman, the result of Cohn’s
manipulations was that: “Given the long, public association
of Roy with the Newhouse name was to turn over to Roy
the political power which such wealth and the ownership
of such media properties bring.”
Von Hoffman also revealed that: “When Jesse Helms, the
conservative Republican senator from North Carolina, found
himself in a close and expensive race for re-election, he
approached Roy about switching the flow of Jewish campaign
contribution money from his opponent to himself. Roy said
he would set up a meeting with Si Newhouse.”
This indicates that Newhouse is very much a key
player in the powerful Israeli lobby which has long sought
to exercise its clout in the American political arena, often
at the expense of America’s interests.
Many political observers will recall how Helms reversed
his longstanding America First policy and became a two-fisted
devotee of Israel. Von Hoffman filled in the behind-the-scenes
story of who “fixed” the deal with the Israeli lobby.
Cohn’s name also popped up in another connection
relative to the Israeli lobby and the American media.
When Cohn’s other close friend, ex-CIA man William F.
Buckley Jr., sued the national weekly populist newspaper, The
Spotlight, for libel—a case that resulted in a devastating defeat
for Buckley in federal court in Washington, DC—it was
revealed during the trial that Cohn had made a secret deal with
the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), a key force in the Israeli
lobby, on Buckley’s behalf, ensuring good newsstand
distribution of Buckley’s then newly-launched magazine,
National Review.
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However, there’s more. New York attorney John
Klotz wrote an intriguing piece for the now-defunct Spy
magazine for its March/April 1995 issue, examining the
Newhouse family.
The author began his article by raising a provocative
question that others have since echoed: “Does Si
Newhouse have culpable knowledge of the Kennedy
assassination? For more than 30 years Newhouse and
his media empire have played a unique role in the
controversy surrounding events at Dealey Plaza.”
The article cited several instances in which
Newhouse publications and subsidiaries such as Random
House Publishing (since sold by Newhouse) had played
a part in suppressing dissident voices about the possibility
of conspiracy in the JFK assassination.
Klotz specifically cited the widely-heralded book by
Gerald Posner, Case Closed, that rehashed the
Warren Commission’s claim that a lone assassin killed
JFK. The article concluded by asking the question:
“What has driven Newhouse’s devotion to Kennedy
cover-ups? The questions should be asked: What
does Si Newhouse know and when did he know it?”
This allegation regarding a Newhouse role in covering
up the truth about the JFK assassination is interesting
for at least two reasons:
• Random House is known to have published several
books on behalf of the CIA which has been implicated—
with good reason—in the JFK assassination. Several
“mainstream” books cite how the CIA has secretly
collaborated with journalists and publishing companies.
• The aforementioned Cohn, collaborator of the
Newhouse empire, was an investor in the shadowy
Permindex corporation (a front for Israel’s intelligence
agency, the Mossad). New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison investigated a Permindex board member,
Clay Shaw, for involvement in the JFK assassination.
During that investigation, Garrison was under attack by
The New Orleans Times Picayune newspaper—
published by the Newhouse empire.
In truth, the intrigues surrounding the Newhouse
family are, in many respects, very much a reflection of
the realities of America’s dark political underbelly. The
“JFK Connection”, however, is intriguing indeed.
All of this is a part of history. What impacts directly
upon America today is the vast reach of the Newhouse
publishing empire, which has an outreach into the
heartland of America perhaps even more significant than
any other media empire. Newhouse holdings, in recent
years, have included such publications as the following:
NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS:
Alabama
• Birmingham News
• The Mobile Press
• The Mobile Press Register
• The Mobile Register
Louisiana
• The New Orleans Times-Picayune
Michigan
• The Ann Arbor News
• The Flint Times
• The Grand Rapids Press
• Kalamazoo Gazette
• The Saginaw News
• Times (Bay City)
Mississippi
• Mississippi Press (Pascagoula)
• Mississippi Press Register (Pascagoula)
New Jersey
• Jersey Journal (Jersey City)
• Star-Ledger (Newark)
• Times (Trenton)
New York
• Herald-American (Syracuse)
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Glamour
Gourmet
GQ
Mademoiselle
Vanity Fair
Vogue
The New Yorker
Clearly, the clout of the Newhouse family is very
much to be reckoned with. They are certainly among
the wealthiest and most powerful Zionist families in
NEWHOUSE MAGAZINES:
America—and probably among the better known.
However, as we are about to see, there are a
• American City Business Journals (28 local weekly considerable number of other wealthy families whose
business newspapers)
names are not so well known (outside the Jewish
• Parade magazine (the famous Sunday supplement)
community) but who—in fact—play a major part in
• Allure
shaping American life, for better or for worse. In the
• Architectural Digest
extended section which follows, we will meet these
• Bon Apetit
remarkable families—many of them appearing, perhaps,
• Bride’s
for the first time in the pages of a volume such as this.
• Conde Nast Traveler
[END PART 5]

Ohio
• Plain-Dealer (Cleveland)
Oregon
• The Oregonian
Pennsylvania
• The Patriot-News (Harrisburg)
• The Juniata Sentinel
• The Perry County Times
• The Duncannon Record
• The News-Sun (Perry County)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

World News Insights
The presidents of Russia and the U.S. are
getting together on unusually short notice. Mr.
Putin is, according to our sources, quite well
aware of the GAIA Program, so this meeting just
might be more than a little interesting.
[QUOTING:]
GEORGE BUSH, VLADIMIR PUTIN TO MEET
IN WASHINGTON SEPTEMBER 16
RIA Novosti, 9/2/05
WASHINGTON—President George W. Bush will
receive his Russian counterpart, Vladimir Putin, in
Washington on September 16, the White House said in
a press release. The White House said the presidents
would discuss a series of bilateral and international
issues, and ways to intensify bilateral cooperation to
address new challenges and opportunities in the 21st
century. The Kremlin press office said earlier Putin
would visit Washington at Bush’s invitation “to discuss
a wide range of acute international problems and
issues related to bilateral relations.”
[END QUOTING]
Meanwhile, the non-Western world continues
to unite in opposition to U.S. hegemony and behind
Russia’s masterful diplomacy the two most populous
nations in the world will probably join with Russia
in ongoing military exercises (preparations).
[QUOTING:]
RUSSIA INVITES INDIA TO PARTICIPATE IN
MILITARY EXERCISES
RIA Novosti, 9/2/05
MOSCOW—Russian Defense Minister Sergei
Ivanov has made a proposal to India to hold major
Russian-Chinese-Indian military exercises similar to the
recent maneuvers it had held with China, the
Nezavisimoye Voyennoye Obozreniye military
weekly reported Friday.
Experts said this means that Russia has serious
plans for its policy in the east.
Alexei Bogaturov, deputy director of the
International Security Institute, said the Russian political
elite was tired of Moscow’s attempts to win the
respect of the West and the United States. Russia’s
opinion is respected only when it is feared, he said.
“On the one hand, Russia does not want to be feared,

but on the other hand, you must be strong to be
respected,” the expert said. This explains recent hints
about the creation of powerful military blocs.
According to Bogaturov, there are no reasons to
believe that Moscow, Beijing and New Delhi want to
join forces against Washington. They simply want to
be respected. “These joint exercises are, above all, a
kind of political statement,” the expert said.
Anatoly Tsyganok, the head of the Military
Forecasting Center at the Institute for Political and
Military Analysis, said the desire of Moscow and
Beijing to establish a military-political alliance pointed
to their “growing resistance against the unipolar
structure of the world advocated by the Americans”.
The attempt to involve India in a joint naval group looks
logical in this situation, the expert said.
Ivanov was pursuing one more goal when he made
the offer, the expert said. About a month ago, the
Indian military leadership again protested against
Russian arms deliveries to India’s adversaries in the
Indian Ocean, in particular China. India said it would
buy from other major arms exporters unless Russia
heeded its appeal.
Therefore, Russia’s offer to hold joint military
maneuvers and later to create a military group in the
Asian-Pacific region is also an attempt to sooth[e]
India’s concern over Russian arms exports to China,
the weekly concluded.
[END QUOTING]
Janis Karpinski, the scapegoat for the Abu
Ghraib scandal, identifies Donald Rumsfeld as the
real agent behind the prison atrocities.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:}
ABU GHRAIB GENERAL LAMBASTES BUSH
ADMINISTRATION
By Marjorie Cohn, <Truthout.org>, 8/24/05
I had been hesitant to speak out before because
this Administration is so vindictive. But now I will ...
Anybody who confronts this Administration or
Rumsfeld or the Pentagon with a true assessment, they
find themselves either out of a job, out of their
positions, fired, relieved or chastised. Their career
comes to an end.—Janis Karpinski, interview with
Marjorie Cohn, August 3, 2005
Army Reserve Brigadier General Janis Karpinski
was in charge of the infamous Abu Ghraib prison in
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Iraq when the now famous torture photographs were
taken in fall of 2003. She was reprimanded and
demoted to Colonel for her failure to properly
supervise the prison guards. Karpinski is the highest
ranking officer to be sanctioned for the mistreatment
of prisoners. On August 3, 2005, I interviewed Janis
Karpinski. In the most comprehensive public statement
she has made to date, Karpinski deconstructs the
entire United States military operation in Iraq with
some astonishing revelations.
When Karpinski got to Abu Ghraib, “there was a
completely different story than what we were being
told in the United States. It was out of control. There
weren’t enough soldiers. Nobody had the right
equipment. They were driving around in unarmored
vehicles, some of them without doors ... So, knowing
that they were ill-equipped and ill-prepared, they
pushed them out anyway, because those two threestars wanted their fifteen minutes of fame, I suppose.”
Karpinski said that General Shinseki briefed
Rumsfeld that “he can’t win this war, if they insist on
invading Iraq, he can’t win this war with less than
300,000 soldiers.” Rumsfeld reportedly ordered
Shinseki to go back and find a way to do this with
125,000 to 130,000, but Shinseki came back and said
they couldn’t do the job with that number. “What did
Rumsfeld do?” Karpinski asked rhetorically. “If you
can’t agree with me, I’m going to find somebody who
can. He made Shinseki a lame duck, for all practical
purposes, and brought in Schoomaker. And
Schoomaker got it. He said, ‘Oh yes sir, we can do
this with 125,000.’”
Karpinski says she did not know about the torture
occurring in Cellblocks 1-A and 1-B at Abu Ghraib
because it took place at night. She didn’t live at Abu
Ghraib, and nobody was permitted to travel at night
due to the dangerous road conditions. The first she
heard about the torture was on January 12, 2004. She
was never allowed to speak to the people who had
worked on the night shift. She “was told by Colonel
Warren, the JAG officer for General Sanchez, that
they weren’t assigned to me, that they were not under
my control, and I really had no right to see them.”
When Karpinski inquired, “What’s this about
photographs?” the sergeant replied, “Ma’am, we’ve
heard something about photographs, but I have no idea.
Nobody has any details, and Ma’am, if anybody
knows, nobody is talking.” When Karpinski asked to
see the log books, the sergeant told her that the
Criminal Investigation Division had taken everything
except for something on a pole outside the little office
they were using.
“It was a memorandum signed by Secretary
of Defense Rumsfeld, authorizing a short list,
maybe 6 or 8 techniques: use of dogs; stress
positions; loud music; deprivation of food;
keeping the lights on, those kinds of things,”
Karpinski said. “And then a handwritten
message over to the side that appeared to be the
same handwriting as the signature, and that
signature was Secretary Rumsfeld’s. And it said,
‘Make sure this happens[!!]’ with two
exclamation points. And that was the only thing they
had. Everything else had been confiscated.”...
[END QUOTING]
For those with Internet access, a transcript of
the entire interview with Janis Karpinski is
available online at <Truthout.org>.
One of the primary reasons for the U.S.
invasion of Iraq was Saddam Hussein’s policy of
denominating oil trade in euro-dollars instead of
U.S. dollars. We recently noted the possibility of
Iran establishing an oil bourse which would do the
same, and we have observed increased U.S.
belligerence to Iran in response to that potential.

We have also noted the Chinese revaluation of the
yuan and recent statements to the effect that China
and Russia will denominate trade in currencies
other than the (formerly almighty) dollar.
The following article just might prompt cries of
“Et tu, House of Saud!?” from the neo-cons in the
Bush Administration.
[QUOTING:]
SAUDI ARABIA RIYAL LOOKS TO RE-ALIGN
<MiddleEastForex.com>, 9/4/05
RIYADH—China’s revaluation of the yuan
increases the possibility of the re-alignment of the
Saudi Riyal to a weak U.S. dollar especially while
trading links with Asia and Europe continue to grow.
Saudi Arabia and many Gulf countries have
pegged their currency to the dollar for years.
Weakness in recent years of the dollar and the growth
in Asian and European imports have cut into the
purchasing power of the Gulf countries, whose export
earnings from oil are also denominated in dollars.
The value of Gulf Arab imports from China,
which were negligible just a decade ago, grew last
year to $14.5 billion, or 8.5 percent of total imports.
While record oil prices may mask the impact of
costlier goods, economists say the case for linking to
a basket of currencies instead of the dollar—just like
China—is gaining ground.
“There is a gathering debate about this,” said
Daniel Hanna, an economist with Standard Chartered
bank in Dubai.
“The majority of the Gulf trade is with Asia and
the European Union. You can make a case that the
currency peg should reflect that better, especially since
China will be their fastest growing partner,” he said.
One vocal advocate of swift change, National
Commercial Bank senior economist Nahed Taher, says
Saudi Arabia cannot afford to wait until 2010 to loosen
ties between the riyal and the dollar which have been
fixed since 1987.
Taher has called for a managed float of the riyal
against a basket of currencies, within a 5 percent
band, arguing that costlier imports are partly responsible
for pushing annual inflation up to 6 percent for the last
two years.
[END QUOTING]
Strange phenomena in the natural world
continue to indicate ongoing Earth changes. How
often does one hear of a river simply
disappearing, as described in the next article?
[QUOTING:]
GONE UNDERGROUND
<NogalesInternational.com>, 8/19/05
It was a bizarre case of now you see it, now you
don’t.
On Sunday the water in the Santa Cruz River at
the crossing just off Palo Parado Road and Interstate
19 was so high, many vehicles could not pass.
Three days later, the river at the crossing had all
but disappeared leaving a number of dead fish whose
life source literally was taken right from under them.
John E. Hays, flood plain coordinator for the Santa
Cruz County Flood Control District, said, “the river is
going underground ... roughly one-third of a mile north
of the Peck Canyon interchange of I-19.”
Hayes, who walked the river on Wednesday, said,
“The flow is slowly, about one foot every minute or
two, moving downstream, showing that the water table
is being replenished within the channel.
“My best guess is that the flow on Sunday from
the Sonoita Creek, approximately 3,710 cubic feet of
water per second ... scoured the channel so the water
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is able to drain into the aquifer.
“This was not the first event of this magnitude this
year, so it may have been a series of flow events that
broke through the bottom layer” and allowed the river
flow to sink into the ground.
He said the flow may have scoured through an
algal mat that has been cited as possibly being partially
responsible for the death of several trees along the
river valley.
[END QUOTING]
That explanation of a scoured-through algal
mat is, let’s say, “tissue thin” (dare we say it
doesn’t hold water?) when put against the
knowledge that the North American tectonic plate
has been under tremendous pressure recently. As
the following article documents, in addition to
reports of unusual intra-plate earthquake activity
in recent years, numerous fissures have been
opening up in unusual locations.
[QUOTING:]
GIANT FISSURE OPENS UP IN QUEEN CREEK
By Kim Martinez, <AZStarnet.com>, 8/11/05
A giant fissure has opened up in the ground near
Sossaman Road and San Tan Boulevard in Queen
Creek.
The huge crack, which looks something like a fault
line, is about 1.5 miles long and up to 25 feet deep in
some area.
While the fissure has been there for some time,
recent storms have exposed it and caused it to grow.
“It started really small, maybe a couple of feet,”
said area homeowner Summer Martinez.
Martinez said one of her neighbors tried to drive
across the fissure before it grew so large and her
vehicle fell three or four feet into the crack.
With every storm, the fissure gets bigger.
“It keeps getting wider and wider and deeper and
deeper,” Martinez said.
The fissure is close to some homes, but so far,
no damage has been reported.
...Fissures are caused by tension in the ground, as
well as the removal of groundwater. Flooding
exacerbates the problem, revealing fissures, which
often start as small cracks, and causing them to grow.
According to one expert, there are 20 documented
fissures in the area north of the San Tan Mountains.
[END QUOTING]
We have also documented numerous examples
of large ice masses melting, purportedly due to
“global warming” but in actuality due to
heightened photon activity. Along those lines,
what is happening in Alaska right now is quite
dramatic.
[QUOTING:]
VISITORS RUSH TO GLIMPSE VANISHING GLACIERS
By Dan Glaister, The Guardian—UK, 8/22/05
The four distinguished visitors looked on in awe at
the sight before them. Exit Glacier in Alaska’s Kenai
Fjords national park is one of continental America’s
most imposing monuments, and last week it was at its
most impressive—a hulk of ice and snow imperceptibly
making its way toward the sea.
But lately that movement has quickened, a fact
that will not have been lost on visitors. One of the
most popular tourist attractions in Alaska, Exit Glacier
has receded 300 metres (1,000ft) in the past 10 years.
The movement means that the viewing platform from
which the group of dignitaries surveyed the glacier
would have been under several feet of ice just a few
years ago. Today it is on dry land.
[END QUOTING]
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #14:
Maintaining Separation Between the Corporation and Yourself
When properly handled, a corporation is a legal “person”, separate, distinct and totally apart from you.
The key to keeping things that way is to ensure that the corporation is indeed properly treated. The
quickest way to lose the protection afforded by your corporate shelter is for you to treat it with
disrespect.
One simple thing that many people fail to do on a regular basis—and which can tear down the walls
of separation between themselves and a corporation—occurs when they sign documents in behalf of
their “brainless child” (corporation). All it takes to do things right is to follow the signature with an
indication that you are acting as an agent or officer of the corporation rather than in a personal capacity.
If you are acting as a particular officer, as the vice president, for example—follow your signature with,
“, Vice President” or “, VP”. In cases where you would rather not disclose any particular position held
within the corporation you may sign as “John Doe, Agent”, which simply means that you are acting as
an agent for the corporation and NOT in a personal capacity.
The above advice applies to ALL situations where you might sign for the corporation, including
checks, of course, but also when signing such mundane things as invoices for goods received or services
performed. And it certainly applies to any kind of agreement—a lease, purchase or rental agreement,
for instance—as well as corporate resolutions. After a while you will find that you do this automatically
and thus automatically uphold the fundamental protective insulation of your separateness from the
corporate entity.
Failure to adhere to this basic corporate formality “could” allow a prospective litigant to assert that
the corporation is nothing more than a “straw man” and that it actually functions only as your “alter ego”.
We have put the word “could” in parentheses because in Nevada there actually exists only one case
in the last quarter-century where a prospective litigant managed to “pierce the corporate veil” and cause
liability to be assessed against the corporation’s owner/manager—and that was a case of outright and
unabashed fraud. It’s great to have that measure of protection but you can easily bolster it by
developing the good habit of following your signature with a title.
The next essential step in maintaining separation between the corporation and yourself is to always
document key decisions made for the corporation in the form of corporate resolutions. If you do not
know how to construct a resolution, give us a call and we will be pleased to help out. Menawhile, if
all you do is put a simple memo into the “resolutions” section of your corporate records, you will have
taken a MAJOR step toward maintaining your Nevada corporation’s uneqaled liability protection.
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now that again the consequences of Man’s
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